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Industrialisation of the education sector must
not put proits irst

I

n mid-March, an online post alleged that tion, the Chinese government has long called for
after a month-long “undercover investiga- “industrialisation” of the sector, encouraging
tion,” parents of children attending a top pri- private investment to ill the gap between pubvate school in Chengdu, capital of Sichuan Prov- lic spending and the demand for education
ince, had discovered mouldy and rotten food in the resources. However, without a mature and efschool canteen. he news went vifective regulatory system, the
ral and triggered widespread conincreasingly privatised education
Education
cern over school food safety.
sector is out for proits, which not
authorities must
Parents of students at Chengdu
only makes schools vulnerable to
realise that
No.7 Experimental High School
abuse and neglect, but is eroding
staged protests outside the school,
trust in schools and regulators.
they have a
prompting authorities to launch
In 2017, a series of child abuse
fundamental
an investigation. But investigators
scandals
involving RYB Kindergarresponsibility to
insisted the photos in the online
tens, a publicly listed company, led
provide adequate to a major outcry. In November, the
post were faked, and three people
education
were detained for spreading false
State Council announced that comof suficient
information. Police said security
panies that run kindergartens were
camera footage showed them enforbidden to go public. But the requality for all.
tering the canteen storehouse and
cent scandal shows that ad hoc meaWhile private
trampling on food before they
sures like this will do little to boost
investment can
took the photos. Authorities sent
public conidence and trust.
play an important
929 students to hospital for checkTo address the issue, the authorisupplementary
ups, and three students were hosties must take a systematic approach.
role, there must
pitalised for unrelated conditions.
First, the government should
Tests on 18 batches of food supcontinue to increase spending on
be effective
plied to the school’s canteen were
education to meet demands.
regulation
found to meet food quality stanAuthorities must realise their fundards, while one batch of noodles
damental responsibility is to provide
was mouldy. Tests conducted on food in canteens education of suicient quality for all. While private
of ive other schools that share the same supplier investment can play an important supplementary
found no problems. Authorities said the issues of role, there must be efective regulation. When
food safety were less serious than alleged. Neverthe- encouraging private investment to enter the secless, the school’s headteacher was ired.
tor, government could use private irms to merely
Still, the parents are sceptical over the oicial in- procure ancillary services, like food, rather than to
vestigation. ChinaReport could not independently establish two distinct school systems, public and
verify the claims from either side, but even so, the private.
problems found should not be taken lightly. More
Schools and regulators need to increase the
importantly, the government should be aware that transparency surrounding their regulation and
the events relect a growing public anxiety over management. One important approach is to
food safety in China’s schools against a backdrop of increase public participation in the management of
increasing privatisation in the sector.
school afairs. his is perhaps the most direct and
Established in 2003, Chengdu No.7 is one of the efective way to restore public conidence and trust
irst private high schools in the city. With annual in kindergartens and schools.
tuition fees of 33,600 yuan (US$5,000), it’s one of
In the end, with its agenda of “industrialising”
the most expensive in a city where the average an- the education sector, authorities must resist the race
nual wage is 65,000 yuan (US$9,700). Although to proits at all costs. Failure to do so will not only
the school said it is a non-proit, few believe such corrupt the entire educational system, but will lead
a claim at a time when the education sector has to the lowering of ethical standards of society across
become one of the most bankable sectors in China. the board, which will eventually jeopardise China’s
With inadequate public spending in educa- political stability.
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Greater Bay Area

Green Urbanisation

On February 18, 2019, the outline for the development of
the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area was
released by the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China and the State Council, which aims to turn the
region into a world-class city cluster and a role model for
high-quality development. The bay area consists of Hong
Kong, Macao and nine cities in Guangdong Province, which
combined generated roughly 10 trillion yuan (US$1.5t) or
one-eighth of China’s GDP in 2017. As one of the most open
and economically vibrant regions in China, it will comprehensively boost the country’s opening-up in the new era
and push the practice of One Country, Two Systems to a
new level. Challenges lie ahead to boost the integrated development of the area due to the diferent social and legal
systems and three separate currencies. Experts argue that
it is also of crucial importance to cut administrative barriers
within the area and let the market play the decisive role in
the allocation of resources.

Oriental Outlook
February 21, 2019

Over the past 30 years, China has embarked on a fast
track to urbanisation. Data shows that the country’s rate
of urbanisation reached 58.5 percent at the end of 2017,
up 1.17 percent year-on-year. he urbanisation rate is expected to hit 60
percent in 2020 and over one billion people will live in cities by 2030. Chinese
cities, however, are increasingly polluted and congested, and it is no longer
easy for major cities to attract high-tech enterprises and top talent. According to the World Resources Institute, the health impacts of China’s air pollution cost more than 10 percent of GDP. It is high time to give priority to a
development model which features attractive, vibrant and convenient public
spaces and public transportation in order to maintain the sustainable development of Chinese cities.
Caixin Weekly
March 18, 2019

Drug Abuse
In medical terms, drug abuse is deined as frequently
taking large sums of addiction-producing medicines or
addictive substances for purposes other than their
intended use. To date, there is no oicial data on how many people are addicted to drugs, but there are some geographical diferences nationwide, generating increasing social and public health problems. Caixin Weekly reporters recently investigated the scale of substance abuse in Shenyang, Liaoning
Province and found that most drug users are people under 25, who at most
attended junior high school or even below. What’s more, a large proportion
are unemployed and come from divorced families. Experts cautioned that it
is urgent to tighten supervision on the sales of some uncontrolled drugs and
ofer a helping hand to those sufering from drug abuse.

Winter Sports Economy
Four years ago, Beijing and its
nearby city of Zhangjiakou won
their bid to host the 24th Winter
Olympic Games in 2022. Since then, winter sports
in China have regained popularity, and the sector has become a major source of tourism revenue
for many northern cities. According to the China
Tourism Academy, 197 million people took part in
winter sports from November 2017 to March 2018,
generating revenues of 330 billion yuan (US$50b).
It is expected that 340 million people will participate
in winter sports tourism which will generate revenues
of 680 billion yuan (US$102b) from 2021 to 2022,
according to the China National Tourism Administration. It will become a major driver for economic
transformation and upgrade, particularly in the rust
belt of China’s northeastern provinces.
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China Financial Weekly
February 14, 2019

Road to Retirement
China’s three-prong pension system consists of the
basic pension paid by the government, those paid by
private irms and commercially sold retirement plans.
According to the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security, the basic
pension framework, featuring wide coverage and low security, covered 915
million people in both urban and rural areas, and company pension plans
covered 23.3 million private-sector employees by the end of 2017. In recent
years, however, the gap between revenue and expenditure in the basic pension
system has become wider, while company pension plans still have a limited
role. Encouraging commercial pension plans is important to improve China’s
multi-level pension system, deal with the issue of the ageing population and
promote social stability. It is urgent to tighten supervision, prevent investment
traps and ofer more products to meet the demands of the market.
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

“When children hurt, all of society hurts.”

“Whether a brand is good or not should be determined
by the market and consumers. When the government
judged and awarded enterprises, it was distorting the
relationship between the government and the market,
destroying fair competition and misleading consumers.”
zhang Mao, director of the state Administration for
Market Regulation, opposing government endorsements of
enterprises at a two sessions press conference on March 11

“We should not emphasize how much of a ‘diferent kind of
country’ we are, because your very existence will be considered
a danger, no matter how strong you are.”
Jia Qingguo, standing CPPCC member and professor at the

“Hong Kongers have to stop thinking of visiting another
part of China as ‘going north.’ Instead, it’s an extension
of our home... We have to emphasize the ‘one-hour
community’ (distances reachable in an hour’s drive) and
break the psychological barriers of ‘crossing borders’ and
‘clearing customs.’”
Kenneth Fok (Huo Qigang), CPPCC member and vice-president
of the Henry Fok Ying Tung Group, encouraging Hong Kongers
to seize opportunities from the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Greater Bay Area at the CPPCC conference on March 10

“The Double First Class Universities Plan is an open and highly
eicient process, and the title should be mobile... Those
that are not advancing should be removed from the list and
replaced by those making progress.”
Xiong Sidong, nPC delegate and president of soochow University, in
suzhou, Jiangsu Province, suggesting a luid ranking for the Double
First Class University Plan, a government programme to develop elite
Chinese universities and departments into world class institutions by
2050

“Because people don’t experience soil pollution as directly
as air pollution, they are much less sensitive to it. But the
truth is China is suffering from serious soil pollution, a
problem even more difficult and costly to control than air
pollution.”
Li Wei, CPPCC member and director of the Development
Research Centre of the state Council, warning against China’s
increasing soil pollution from pesticides and chemical
fertilisers, at a CPPCC conference on March 11
“They [the Trump administration] regard 5G technology
as if it is the same as military hardware. 5G is not an
atomic bomb... But now, these great figures [Donald
Trump and Mike Pence] are all talking about 5G... And
we’re becoming more influential and getting more
contracts.”
Ren zhengfei, founder and president of Huawei, during an
interview with CBs on March 19
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Illustration by Wu Shangwen

Tong Jianming, deputy procurator-general of the
supreme People’s Procuratorate (sPP), at a ministry-level
press conference during the two sessions about a proposed
sPP plan to ask the Ministry of Education to enhance
campus security

school of International studies, Peking University, suggesting
that China refrain from overly emphasizing its diferences in
interests and values with the Us when it comes to China-Us
relations at a 2019 two sessions roundtable conference hosted
by inancial portal Caixin

“The time children spend playing sports plunges when they
enter junior high school, meaning we lose a prime time to
scout athletic talent... I believe most children love sports and
hate giving it up, but the current education system does not
encourage them to keep at it.”
Yang Yang, CPPCC member and China’s irst Winter Olympic gold
medalist, suggesting improvements to the country’s sports training
system during the two sessions to help discover and foster new
talent
“Our policy documents appear to be a consensus, but actually
were made after all the conlicting ideas were removed
from them. However, the deleted parts were crucial and
precisely the diicult issues the reforms need to address... The
documents seem comprehensive and thorough, but are often
too ambiguous when it comes to the
details of how to do it.”
Xu zhong, director of the People’s Bank
of China Research Bureau, appealing
for more efective policymaking at the
2019 annual Chinese Economists 50
Forum
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Top Story

China Relaxes Rules on Ofshore Income Tax

China’s Ministry of Finance and State
Tax Administration issued a document on
March 16, further relaxing the threshold
for foreigners and non-Chinese mainlanders who work and live on the mainland from paying tax on ofshore income.
Based on China’s personal income tax
law, foreigners and residents of Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan are deined
as taxpayers if they have stayed on the
mainland for at least 183 days within one

year, but according to the new document,
they do not need to pay taxes on ofshore
income if they stay on the mainland for
under 183 days per year over six consecutive years, one year longer than that stated
in the old regulation. he new document
also deines “one day” as a “full 24 hours.”
For example, if a Hong Kong resident
goes to work in Shenzhen every Monday and commutes back for the weekend
every Friday, their statutory stay on the

mainland every week, according to the
new document, is only three days – due
to commuting time, Monday and Friday
are not full days. he oicial stay in the
mainland for tax purposes would not add
up to more than 183 days, so that person
is not liable to pay tax on ofshore income.
he new document also deines
“consecutive” as not having left the mainland for 30 days or more, meaning that if
a foreigner or a non-Chinese mainlander
does so, the length of consecutive stay will
be recalculated. Since the new document
took efect as of January 1, 2019, oicials
said that the clock would be zeroed for
everyone from that day.
Experts believe the new document
will help attract more foreign investment
and skilled personnel. In the latter half of
2018, China launched a big tax reduction programme aiming to lighten taxpayers’ economic burdens and stimulate
consumption. In August 2018, China
revised its personal income tax law, raising
the monthly personal income tax threshold from 3,500 yuan (US$507) to 5,000
yuan (US$725). he new cutof point
applies to mainland sources of income of
foreign and non-mainland taxpayers.

International

Huawei Sues US Government
China’s telecommunication giant Huawei has iled suit against
the US government for restricting the sale of Huawei equipment
and services according to Section 889 of the 2019 National Defence
Authorisation Act (NDAA).
Huawei announced the civil action at a press conference on March
7, where Huawei’s rotating president Guo Ping accused the US
government of using Section 889 without any evidence and any
judicial process. “Section 889 strips Huawei of its due process, violates
the separation of power principle, breaks US legal traditions and goes
against the very nature of the Constitution,” Guo said.
According to Huawei’s brief, Section 889 of the 2019 NDAA
“not only bars all US government agencies from buying Huawei
equipment and services, but also bars them from contracting with
or awarding grants or loans to third parties who buy Huawei equipment or service,” which Huawei believes “infringes on” their rights
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and “harms” US consumers as well.
According to media reports, the US federal court has accepted
the lawsuit and issued subpoenas to the US government and several
oicials.
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

Trade

Ceremony in Indianapolis Hands Over 361 Smuggled Relics

Foreign Trade Sees
Strong Uptick PostSpring Festival

A ceremony was held on February 28 in
Indianapolis, Indiana to return to China 361
items or sets of cultural relics, the largest ever
return of cultural objects organised between the
US and China.
According to the Xinhua News Agency,
those smuggled articles were coniscated by
the FBI in April 2014. hey date from the
Neolithic period all the way to the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). Most were burial utensils made
of stone, bronze, wood, jade and porcelain.
he return was based on a Sino-US memorandum of understanding on restricting the import of Chinese cultural relics which was irst inked in January 2009 and has been renewed twice. he US has
already returned more than 4,000 objects.

Diplomacy

Italy Endorses Belt and Road Initiative
China’s inluence is pushing further West. he troubled Italian economy is set to beneit after Chinese President Xi Jinping received an enthusiastic welcome in Rome and inked deals worth around seven billion euros.
Italian President Sergio Mattarella said the non-binding memorandum of understanding that could
lead to Italy’s participation in the Belt and Road Initiative would provide “the ideal framework for increasing joint collaboration.”
Highlights of the initiative include improved infrastructure at strategically signiicant ports such as
Genoa and Trieste. However, there are wider questions about China’s game plan while Beijing is engaged
in a signiicant trade dispute with the US.
“China is a partner, but it’s at the same time a competitor,” observed Austrian Chancellor Sebastian
Kurz, while a new EU document badged China as a “strategic rival” but also saw potential for cooperation in many areas.
he issue for some, including internal critics, is whether Italy has gone too far in becoming the irst G7
country to embrace the Belt and Road. his is despite having experienced three recessions in 10 years and
needing more foreign investment.

Ni Yuefeng, director of
China’s General Administration of Customs said on March
9 that China’s cargo imports
and exports ramped up quickly
following the Spring Festival
holidays (February 4-10).
According to Ni, imports
and exports grew by 21
percent in mid- to late-February, compared to the same period in 2018. he same igure up
to March 9 saw a 24.7 percent
year-on-year growth.
Yet, on a monthly basis,
China’s February import and
export numbers sufered a 13.8
percent year-on-year drop,
reportedly the lowest point
since March 2016, with exports
alone falling by 20.7 percent
and imports by 5.2 percent. Ni
said the drop was largely due to
the Spring Festival when many
irms close down for around
two weeks. He said that the
post-Festival rise has given him
conidence for trade growth in
the next quarter.

Education

Despite Brexit, International Student Inlux Continues
Despite uncertainties surrounding Brexit leading some businesses to hold back on UK investment decisions, youth from around the world are enthusiastically backing Britain. New igures from the UK’s
Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) show that over 118,000 international students came to London for the 2017-18 school year, an increase of more than ive percent from 2016-17 .
China is the largest source of students in the UK capital with over 21,000 currently studying. “hese
new statistics show that London is as big a draw as ever for the brightest young talent from around the
world. I’m delighted to see so many students choose our city as their destination of choice to learn and to
discover all the beneits of a irst-class education,” said Deputy Mayor for Business Rajesh Agrawal.
he underlying “soft power” strengths of London are a big reason why. Hosting four of the world’s top
40 universities, ofering a huge range of courses and buzzing with cultural amenities all provide a magnetism that draws students in.
here are clearly other harder factors at play that are ofsetting Brexit, especially a delated pound sterling, but in years to come London is likely to remain a hub for producing global talent.
CHINAREPORT I April 2019
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Culture

Being Nice (for a Price)
Online chat groups where members gather to compliment one another are lifting spirits on
social media. hese praise groups, or kuakuaqun, encourage members to share their worries
and pressures and receive words of comfort in return. here are around a dozen such groups
on WeChat and QQ. Most members are university students. Yang Nan, one of three cofounders of a group at Xi’an Jiaotong University, told media it serves as an emotional outlet
for students and a place to spread positivity. However, not all are free of charge. Vendors on
e-commerce site Taobao sell memberships to kuakuaqun starting around 50 yuan (US$7.5)
and ofer customised services. Many have expressed support for the groups, while some said
they ofer a false sense of approval that could do more harm than good.

There Will Be Blood Cleaning
An unusual cosmetic treatment known as “blood cleaning” recently drew attention after
web celebrity Zhang Mofan livestreamed herself getting the procedure done in Japan. he
video on Sina Weibo showed a technician draw 100 millilitres of blood from her arm, inject it with ozone gas, and transfuse it back. Zhang claimed the procedure helps boost the
metabolism, adjusts the immune system and helps promote weight loss. Medical experts,
however, are sceptical over the efects and warned of the potential safety risks if conducted in
an unsterile environment. While “blood cleaning” is not approved in China, media reported
that some cosmetic surgery clinics still ofer the procedure. Netizens raised concerns that
the illegal practice could spread viruses, such as HIV, and called on authorities to tighten
supervision.
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There are 73.55 million pet owners in Chinese
cities making up an estimated 170.8 billion yuan
(US$25b) pet market, according to a 2018 report
on Chinese pet ownership released by goumin.
com, a popular social networking platform for
dog owners.

Rodents 17.3%

Reptiles 19.4%

What kind of pets do you have?

Fish 27.3%

Tale of a Tragic Comic
As a full-time stand-up street comedian, Zhong Yongming has attracted attention not
so much for his jokes as his backstory. Six years ago, Zhong quit a stable job to devote
himself entirely to his art. But despite performing daily on the Guangzhou streets, he still has
diiculty drawing audiences, or even people who get his routines. Having already burned
through 100,000 yuan (US$14,937) of his savings, Zhong told news website jiemian.
com that he still performs out of his pure love for comedy. While some suggested Zhong
move his act online, he refused, saying a street performance is a characteristic element of
the art. Some on social media were moved by Zhong’s persistence, while others called him
stubborn, saying they could not understand Zhong’s refusal to change with the times.

Poll the People

Cats 30.7%

A mother who gave her daughter “smart drugs” to help
prepare for the highly competitive gaokao, China’s national college entrance exam, has prompted an ethical
debate on social media. Smart drugs, also known as nootropics are substances that increase alertness and improve
mental performance. While the mother told Shanghaibased news website Knews that her daughter had made
signiicant progress from taking the supplement, medical experts pointed out these prescription drugs were
developed to treat speciic disorders, such as ADHD
and narcolepsy. Some contain modiied forms of amphetamine, which if abused can be
addictive and damage the nervous system. Netizens have called on authorities to put further
restrictions in place, while others expressed concern the report would inspire other parents
seeking to give their kids a competitive edge.

Dogs 46.1%

Say No to Smart Drugs?

Source: goumin.com

Most Circulated Post
Retweeted 64,134 times by March 14

“He was surrounded by family
and fell into the arms of his son
after taking the pill. We were
moved to tears.”
Diagnosed with terminal pancreatic cancer,
Taiwanese sportscaster
Fu Da-ren passed
away in Switzerland on
June 7, 2018 through
assisted suicide. He
was 86. Video showing his euthanasia was released in late February
on news portal Sina, which drew thousands
of reposts and comments. Many commented
they also wanted the right to choose death with
dignity if they become terminally ill. Others,
however, said planned assisted suicide would
be unrealistic in China, not only because it goes
against traditional ideas of ilial piety, but because of the complex legal issues it raises. Many
said hospice care is a more practical alternative.
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

WHat’S
HOt?WHat’S

tOp Five SearcH QuerieS
On

for the week ending February 9, 2019
1. Huawei Develops Own Mobile Operating System 280,824

According to the South China Morning Post, telecommunication giant
Huawei has developed an independent operating system for mobile
phones in case it is barred from distributing Android due to US sanctions,
among other reasons.

NOt?

2. Air Crash in Ethiopia Kills 157 250,421

An Ethiopian Airlines flight bound for Nairobi, Kenya crashed shortly
after departing Addis Ababa on March 10, killing all 157 passengers
and crew onboard, including eight Chinese. The crash marked
the second Boeing Max 8 to crash in five months, suggesting a
possible flaw in the plane’s design.

Beautiful Chemical
Reactions

3. New York Tops Time Out Global City Ranking 179,051

New York topped the latest global city ranking released by Londonbased Time Out magazine. Chinese cities Shanghai, Hong Kong and
Beijing were ranked 35, 41 and 45 respectively.

4. Humans to Colonise the Moon 177,022

5. Mass Shootings at New Zealand Mosques 138,074

At least 50 people were shot dead in Christchurch, New Zealand after a
lone gunman attacked two mosques on March 5.

tOp BlOgger prOFile
Zhang Yunlei
Followers: 5,215,100 by March 19
At the end of February, crosstalk comedian Zhang Yunlei posted a photo
after doctors removed some 100 steel pins surgically placed in his bones
after a serious fall in 2016, garnering thousands of get-well wishes. One
of the earliest apprentices of renowned crosstalk comedian Guo Degang,
Zhang began studying the traditional form of Chinese comedy at nine
years old. He was celebrated for his renditions of taiping geci, or uptempo songs from the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), and lianhualao, or
traditional tunes recited in rap-style rhythms. But when his voice
started changing, Zhang left the spotlight in 2005. He returned
six years later, and developed a reputation for having a bit of
a rebellious streak until his near-fatal fall of a 10-metre-high
bridge following a heavy drinking session. he accident had
a sobering efect on Zhang, who began concentrating on his
career. his change is relected in his Weibo account. Before
the accident, he was prone to posting showy selies. He
now focuses more on his performances. His most recent
success, the crosstalk song Visiting the Qingshui River,
gave his online presence a positive boost. “A million
thanks to my doctors for giving me another last
shot after my death certiicate,” he said in 2018.
CHINAREPORT I April 2019
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NASA announced plans to resend astronauts to the moon in order to set up
a permanent settlement there. The programme is scheduled for 2028.

Cao Miya has become a web
celebrity for livestreaming her
chemical analysis of the ingredients
of cosmetics she sells. Cao, a
former English teacher who has a
postgraduate degree in chemistry,
told media that her irst major was
English and she never intended to
study science until she began selling
cosmetics on Taobao’s livestreaming
platform. Cao said customers would
ask so many questions about the
chemical ingredients of her products
that she felt responsible to provide
the right answers. Cao’s scientiic
sales strategy has won the trust
of her customers and she now has
over 300,000 followers. She earns
50 times more than when she was a
high school English teacher.

Livestreaming Binge
Drinker Dies
A Dalian, Liaoning Province man died
after months of binge drinking for his
livestream channel. The 29-year-old
surnamed Chu guzzled beer, hard alcohol
– even cooking oil – often until blackout.
He died soon after his last appearance
on December 31, media reported. An
unnamed friend said in one video that
followers on the platform Liaoliao
egged Chu on to drink more even after
he began twitching. The friend said
videos of alcohol abuse and gambling
are rampant on Liaoliao and blamed
the platform for lack of supervision.
Authorities are investigating the case.
Netizens complained that China’s multibillion dollar livestreaming industry
is encouraging a growing number of
people to perform strange and lifethreatening stunts for cash rewards.

Pay Phone Hacker
An unemployed engineer won praise
on social media for rigging a public
telephone on a Chongqing street so
he could use the internet for free.
He reportedly used the modiied
phone unnoticed for three years until
a passer-by photographed him and
asked why on earth he was using a
landline. The man explained he had
lost his job and couldn’t aford to
a smartphone. Social media users
asked how such a skilled technician
could be out of a job.

Mother Abandons Son
over Test Score
A mother who beat and abandoned
her 12-year-old son at a highway
entrance in Luoyang, Henan Province
for not getting 95 percent on an exam
has sparked an outcry on social media.
When a traic oicer found the boy
and contacted his mother, she refused
to take him back, saying she didn’t
want him anymore and invited police
to charge her with a crime. An uncle
inally arrived at the police station to
take the boy home. Netizens decried
the mother’s behaviour, accusing her
of emotional abuse and putting exam
scores over the well-being of her son.
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Trump-Kim Summit 2.0

nucleAr FAllout?

US President Donald Trump (right) and
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un (left)
meet at the Soitel Legend Metropole,
Hanoi, capital of Vietnam, February 28,
2019

Amid great rhetoric, the Us and north Korean leaders travelled a long way to their second
summit, and despite their ‘mysterious chemistry,’ the leaders left empty-handed with the two
sides pointing ingers at each other. What now for the nuclear negotiations?
By Yu Xiaodong

I

t appears that when arguably the world’s two most volatile
leaders, US President Donald Trump and North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un, meet up, there is no shortage of drama.
When Trump and Kim reconvened on the irst day of their second
summit in Hanoi, Vietnam on February 27, 2019, the atmosphere
seemed amicable, with both leaders exchanging smiles, shaking hands
and pledging a “great” outcome. But after a one-to-one meeting the
following day ended earlier than expected, the summit collapsed with
a scheduled lunch and signing ceremony abruptly cancelled.
Prior to the irst summit held between the two in Singapore in
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June 12, 2018, Trump sent journalists, organisers and observers on a
rollercoaster ride when he irst announced the summit, then cancelled
it, then again reinstated the meeting, all within 24 hours.
Washington and Pyongyang ofered diferent versions on what
went wrong during the Hanoi talks. According to Trump, speaking to the press after the talks collapsed, Kim wanted international
sanctions lifted entirely, though Pyongyang swiftly contradicted this
claim in a hastily arranged press conference. According to North
Korean Foreign Minister Ri Yong-ho, Pyongyang ofered “realistic
proposals,” seeking only to partially lift sanctions that were hurting
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its economy and people’s livelihoods. In return, North Korea would
dismantle the Yongbyon nuclear complex.
It is hard to independently verify which version is closer to the truth.
It is possible that both versions have some elements of truth. Citing
an unnamed South Korean source, Jin Canrong, a veteran expert on
Korean issues and a professor of international relations at the Renmin
University of China, said that Pyongyang had requested Washington
to lift ive of the existing 11 sanctions imposed by the United Nations.
While the request was not to lift sanctions entirely, the selected ive
were considered the backbone of existing sanctions, Jin said, speaking
on Today’s Focus, a China Central Television (CCTV) current afairs
programme.
While this version may ofer some insights on the discrepancy
between the positions of Pyongyang and Washington, it could not
explain why Trump apparently walked away from the talks. After all,
it is inconceivable that the two sides had not reached some kind of
mutual understanding before a summit at the highest level like the
one between Kim and Trump would have been arranged.
North Korean Vice-Foreign Minister Choe Son-hui told the media
after the collapse of the talks that both sides had made progress and
hoped that they could “take another big swing” when the leaders got
together. Instead, Choe said that Kim was baled at Trump’s reaction.
he North Korean leader “got the feeling that he didn’t understand
the way Americans calculate.”

US Domestic Politics
For many analysts, the answer to Trump’s calculation lies in the
domestic politics of the US, which drew much media attention away
from the Trump-Kim talks, especially in the US. On the same day,
Trump’s former lawyer Michael Cohen testiied before Congress, saying Trump was “a racist. He is a con man, and he is a cheat.”
Prior to the summit, Trump’s critics had accused him of using
the summit as a distraction from his domestic woes. Speaking to
US broadcaster CNN, Princeton University history professor Julian
Zelizer warned that Trump might sign a “bad deal” with North Korea
as a distraction.
Signing an agreement with Kim, which would have to include
partial lifting of sanctions to be acceptable to Pyongyang, would
subject Trump to criticism not only from his democratic foes, but
also from Republican hawks. Walking away from the talks may have
seemed the preferable choice as Trump is facing pushback from multiple fronts back in the US.
And he did receive bipartisan praise from major Democratic leaders such as House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and former vice-president
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Joe Biden, and Republicans such as Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell.
Trump appeared to attempt to shift the blame for the failed talks
onto his political foes. “For the Democrats to interview in open
hearings a convicted liar & fraudster, at the same time as the very
important Nuclear Summit with North Korea, is perhaps a new low
in American politics and may have contributed to the ‘walk,’” he
tweeted on March 4.

Way Forward
With the fallout from the second Trump-Kim summit, the next
question is where the parties go now. In Hanoi, Trump insisted that
despite the lack of a deal, the summit was still “productive,” and that
his walking-away was “friendly,” and did not mean he was on bad
terms with Kim. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo also said that he
is hopeful the US and North Korea will “be back at it.”
From the perspective of the Trump administration, despite the
breakdown of the summit, the US left with the upper hand. If the
current status quo can hold until the end of 2020, Trump can still
claim that he has achieved what the Obama administration had failed
to do – the suspension of Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile tests, even
when there has been no substantial progress in having Pyongyang
abandon its nuclear arsenal. According to Trump, Kim has assured
him that North Korea will not resume missile or nuclear tests.
In return, the only apparent concession made by the US is the
suspension of two joint military exercises with South Korea in the
spring. According to Trump, the decision announced by US oicials
immediately after the summit on March 1 was not related to his talks
with Kim and was for the beneit of the US. “I made that decision
long ago because it costs the US far too much money to have those
‘games,’ especially since we are not reimbursed for the tremendous
cost!” Trump tweeted.
For China, the breakdown of the summit may be a disappointing but predictable result. After the summit, Yang Jiechi, China’s top
diplomat, spoke with US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on the
phone, acknowledging that the Korean peninsula issue is complex
and “diicult to solve overnight.”
According to Jin Canrong, if the status quo resulting from the
summit – that North Korea will suspend nuclear and missiles tests in
exchange for the US suspension of military exercises – can hold, it is a
positive result for China. After all, it is exactly what Beijing has been
calling for in the past couple of years in its so-called “dual suspension”
proposal. he key question now is how North Korea evaluated the
outcome, Jin said.
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North Koreans in Pyongyang read a newspaper article about the second
meeting between leaders Kim Jong-un and Donald Trump, February 28

Pyongyang’s Reaction
For almost two weeks following the fallout from the summit, Pyongyang neither conirmed nor denied Trumps’ claim that
Kim promised not to resume nuclear and missile tests, nor did it
respond to the US announcement of a suspension of the joint military
exercises with South Korea, or even whether it will continue to talk
with the US.
When Kim returned to Pyongyang, he was greeted by enthusiastic
crowds and a hero’s welcome, with North Korean State media hailing
his trip as an enormous success.
North Korean State TV aired a documentary about the trip, in
which Kim was quoted emphasising that North Korea and the US
must put an end to their decades-long animosity and confrontation,
which some analysts interpreted as a sign that Pyongyang will continue negotiations.
According to Yang Xiyu, a senior fellow at the China Institute of
International Studies, the collapse of the Trump-Kim summit does
not mean the collapse of the overall negotiations.
“Past experience tells us that negotiations over the denuclearisation of the Korean peninsula have always been complex, and have
never completely stopped,” Yang told China’s State-run Xinhua News
Agency. As all parties expect to beneit from the denuclearisation process, the negotiations will continue, Yang said.
But many remain sceptical. Jin argued that Kim, who travelled for
dozens of hours by slow train through China to get to Hanoi, went
back almost empty-handed. He secured neither security guarantees
nor economic support in the form of lifting sanctions from the US.
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Trump’s rhetoric about the “tremendous” economic potential of the
country remains an illusion.
“he two leaders may just have missed the best opportunity to
reach a deal,” Jin said. “As Trump’s priority will shift to the presidential campaign in late 2019 and 2020, there will be minimal time for
a much-talked up third summit between the two, let alone a major
breakthrough.”
It seems that Pyongyang has started to send its true message. Only
days after the summit, the Washington-based Centre for Strategic
and International Studies released satellite images, claiming that
North Korea’s Sohae Satellite Launching Station in Tongchang-ri has
seen rapid rebuilding and may have “returned to normal operational
status.” Kim agreed to shut down the Tongchang-ri test site after a
summit with South Korean President Moon Jae-in in September
2018.
he US State Department responded that it was too soon to draw
conclusions, but Trump's national security adviser John Bolton
threatened that new sanctions could be introduced if Pyongyang did
not abandon its nuclear weapons programme.
As US-North Korea negotiations look to be in stalemate yet again,
China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi called for the two sides to come
up with a “general roadmap” in “a phased and synchronised” fashion.
“All parties should have reasonable expectations. We should not set
a threshold too high, nor should we unilaterally impose unrealistic
demands,” said Wang on the sidelines of China’s annual session of the
National People’s Congress in March.
“he key to solving the issue lies in not being a prisoner of history
but in breaking the cycle of mistrust,” Wang added.
Finally, after staying silent for more than two weeks, North Korea’s
Vice-Foreign Minister Choe Son-hui told reporters on March 15 in
Pyongyang that Kim Jong-un is considering suspending talks with the
US and may resume its missile and nuclear tests unless Washington
makes concessions.
Accusing Mike Pompeo and John Bolton of creating hostility and
mistrust between Kim and Trump, Choi said Pyongyang has no
intention of yielding to US demands from the Hanoi summit, nor
is it willing to engage in negotiations of this kind, though Choi said
personal relations between the two leaders remain good and the
chemistry is “mysteriously wonderful.”
It seems that Pyongyang too is taking an approach of combining
threats and incentives in its talks with the US. With a lack of basic
trust and a gap between the positions of Washington and Pyongyang,
despite two summits between the two leaders, the prospect of eventual denuclearisation on the Korean Peninsula appears to remain as
uncertain as ever.
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strategies to Boost employment
As China faces increasing pressure to create new work opportunities and a skilled labour force, it must
consider new tactics to stabilise the job market and the wider economy
By Song Xiaowu
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t a politburo conference held at the end of last July, the
Chinese government deined its major economic tasks for
the latter half of 2018 as stabilising employment, inance,
foreign trade, investment and economic expectations, with employment designated the top priority. Four months later, the State Council, China’s cabinet, issued a guidance document on promoting these
tasks, showing the government’s heavy emphasis on the so-called six
“stabilisations,” especially that of employment.
China has made signiicant achievements in increasing employment over the past decade. Employment grew by an average of more
than 13 million people annually over six consecutive years (20122018). A 2017 report on global competitiveness, released by the
Swiss-based International Institute for Management Development,
showed that China’s employment rate ranked irst among the world’s
63 biggest economies.
However, the employment rate is still challenged (by a variety of
elements, such as the economic slowdown, China’s industrial restructuring and external issues.) I believe the following four factors play a
leading role in stabilising employment.

Song Xiaowu

Investment Not a Panacea
When talking about government responsibilities, employment was
usually designated as having to do with people’s livelihood. he “six
stabilisations” mean it has been upgraded to the macro-economic
level and now it is a leading index used to appraise macro-economic control in the medium to long term, (with the other three being
economic growth, luctuations in the consumer price index (CPI) and
the balance of trade.)
It does not mean that investment is regarded as less important,
but it is an indication that we can no longer boost GDP purely by
investment, and that investment will not deinitely lead to a rise in
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employment elasticity (the ratio of employment growth to GDP
growth). he employment rate is now a more reliable indicator on
how we deal with the relationship between employment and investment.
he US can give us some experience on this issue. To respond to
the rising unemployment rate caused by the subprime mortgage crisis, the US issued the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in
2009, with increasing employment and expanding investment being
big focuses. he Act detailed how to keep the opportunities that ofer
employment while assisting those that were heavily impacted by the
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economic slump. It also stated how to increase economic returns by
promoting technological progress in science and health by investing
in ields that bring about long-term economic returns, such as transportation, environmental protection and infrastructure.
As China’s economy is cooling and people always hope to stimulate the economy with investment, I worry that any discussion
about investment will mislead local governments to blindly make
investments in a bid to stimulate pure GDP growth, and even do this
by administrative order.
Actually, China’s current GDP growth, around six percent, is still
much higher than that in other leading economies, so I suggest local governments prioritise boosting employment as the chief focus
of future investment and use it to appraise returns in the medium to
long term.

Does Innovation Kill Jobs?
Due to China’s ageing population, there is less pressure from the
increased number of unemployed; rather there are more challenges
arising from labour restructuring caused by industrial reconstruction,
technical upgrading and changes in the required knowledge base
and ages. Among those elements, innovation development plays the
biggest part.
As the internet, artiicial intelligence (AI) and robots are more
familiar to the public, there is more emphasis on innovation. Many
renowned foreign and domestic experts have warned that technological innovations will put a lot of people out of work. For example,
Israeli professor Yuval Noah Harari, author of Sapiens: A Brief History
of Humankind, predicted in his book 21 Lessons for the 21st Century
that due to the dearth of paid labour for humans, an enormous number of people would become “spare” in the 21st century, just as a huge
proletariat class emerged in the 19th century.
his idea is prevalent now, leading many to believe that innovation
is a job killer. his will prove to be correct in some ields. Supposing
AI is widely used in a port, for example, half the dockworkers would
be laid of. Similarly, 80 percent of workers will lose their jobs if a
manufacturing plant automates its assembly lines.
But this has been happening since the dawn of the industrial age,
and we have to note that innovation will create many new positions,
although we do not know quite how many at the very beginning of an
innovation. For example, the invention of the automobile made the
job of coachman obsolete, but we could not at that time predict how
many new positions would be created along with the new industrial
chain of designing, producing and repairing automobiles.
I would like to compare the relationship between employment and
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innovation to that between human knowledge and the unknown.
he more we know about the world, the more remains to be known.
Likewise, just as an innovation becomes more widely adopted, the
bigger the potential it has to provide new employment.
Yet, returning to the micro-view, we still have to care more about
the structural unemployment caused by innovation and provide social security and training for those who are skilled out of the labour
market.

Lowering Fees to Boost Firms
In my opinion, rising employment rates should be prioritised over
the other three indexes of macro-economic control, namely, economic growth, CPI luctuation and trade balance, in the 13th and 14th
Five-Year Plans (2016-2025). Similarly, employment should take
precedence over salary and social insurance in the labour market.
In a market economy, I do not believe a government should interfere in any enterprise’s right to operate the way it pleases, including
the right to deine how many it employs or pays salaries. Although
Chinese laws ensure a collective bargaining system that allows
employees to negotiate salaries with employers, the government may
postpone raising the threshold of the national minimum wage to help
ease employment pressure. It is a very common practice in developed
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gaps and violated the “law of large numbers” that social insurance
should abide by, making it even harder for enterprises in traditional
industrial regions to compete with those in new ones. So I suggest the
government further reduce the social insurance rate and standardise
it between diferent provinces and municipalities, with State capital
being used to ill regional deicits, if any. his is standard international
practice adopted by most countries. Premier Li Keqiang said we have
to pluck up our courage to break up the interest groups that may
block the reform.
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Consigning ‘Migrant Workers’ to History

Song Xiaowu believes the ultimate solution to the migrant worker issue is
to make them oficial citizens of urban areas

countries.
Social insurance fees are another big concern. Many enterprises
have complained that the amount of social insurance deductions
irms have to pay has put too heavy a inancial load on them, and
many countries have adopted a temporary reduction of these in response to unemployment pressure. For example, the 2009 American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act has temporarily exempted enterprises
from unemployment insurance fees, Singapore slashed its accumulation fund by 10 percent during the Asian Financial Crisis, and
Germany’s social insurance rate for enterprises is adjusted along with
economic luctuations.
In recent years, China reduced the social insurance rate for
enterprises several times – Shanghai and Harbin, capital of
Heilongjiang Province, for example, reduced the pension insurance
rate for enterprises from 22 to 20 percent of each employee’s monthly
wage, and Xiamen, in East China’s Fujian Province, reduced it from
14 to 12 percent. Yet, China’s current social insurance rate is still high
compared to that of some other countries, leading many enterprises
and local governments to bend the rules by diferent means. According to the information I have, Chinese enterprises’ actual average insurance rate is more than 10 percent lower than the statutory one.
Worse, the diferent insurance rates have further widened regional
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For a long time, migrant workers – a Chinese term for people who
move from predominantly rural areas to urban areas for work – are
often not counted among employment statistics. People used to
regard this group of people as a unique stabiliser for China’s labour
market – when there were fewer jobs in urban areas, millions of
migrant workers would return home until urban job markets picked
up. But this situation has radically changed as migrant workers have
become a mainstay of the urban employed population.
A 2017 survey by the All-China Federation of Trade Unions
(ACFTU) showed that 42 percent of ACFTU members were migrant
workers. Data from the Ministry of Human Resources and Social
Insurance also showed that in 2017, China was home to 286.3 million migrant workers, making up more than 67 percent of total employed people in urban areas.
More importantly, half of the migrant workers are younger, who
unlike their forebears, know little about farm work and are therefore
unwilling to return to rural areas, even if there is a lack of urban jobs.
Many new-generation migrant workers identify as an inhabitant of
the city they live in, and such a sense of identity will increase as the
population keeps expanding – compared to 2016, the number of nextgeneration migrant workers reportedly rose by 2.4 percent in 2017.
Against this backdrop, we must pay increased attention to the
employment rate of migrant workers and strictly appraise how they
are impacted by the Sino-US trade conlict and the industrial structural adjustment which has led to job losses.
I think the ultimate solution to the migrant worker issue is to make them oicial citizens of urban areas, as the central government has reiterated. I hope this will speed up in
the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020), and by the 14th FiveYear Plan (2021-2025), the term “migrant worker” will be
consigned to history.
he author is former director of the China Society of Economic Reform
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guArAnteed
returns
ChinaReport takes an in-depth look at the new
Foreign Investment Law, and how it will ease the
business environment for overseas enterprises
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Foreign Investment Law

open For
Business
By prioritising the protection and facilitation of
foreign investment, China’s new Foreign Investment
Law is sending a message that foreign investors
can be assured of a better business climate as the
country continues to open up
By He Bin and Xu Ming

I

n just three months since the end of 2018, the National People’s
Congress (NPC), China’s top legislative body, reviewed and passed
the Foreign Investment Law, the irst standardised basic regulatory
framework of the country, which ranks second in the world both in its
economic size and the inlow of foreign direct investment. Yet three years
earlier, an attempt to make a similar law to replace the existing fragmented legal system governing foreign investment went nowhere.
he irst article states that the purpose of the law, which will come
into efect on January 1, 2020, is to expand China’s opening-up, promote foreign investment and protect the legitimate rights and interests of
foreign investors. As long as foreign-funded projects are not on a negative list of industries in which foreign investment is restricted, they
will follow the same procedures as Chinese enterprises. he law also
addresses long-standing issues of concern to foreign investors, such as
intellectual property protection, government procurement bidding and
expropriation and compensation.
At the irst press conference of the Second Session of the 13th NPC
on March 4, NPC spokesperson Zhang Yesui described the law as “a
fundamental change to China’s foreign investment management system,” which will “improve the openness, transparency and predictability
of [China’s] investment environment.” In the draft law three years ago,
however, management of foreign investment, ranging from reviews, seCHINAREPORT I April 2019
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curity scrutiny and shareholding structure,
are detailed at least as much as rules regarding
investment facilitation.
he speedy legislation process and the
prioritising of protection of foreign investment have attracted attention from domestic
and international media.
By the end of 2018, more than 960,000
foreign-invested enterprises in China had
invested cumulatively more than US$2.1
trillion, making foreign investment “an important driving force of China’s economic
and social development,” said Li Zhanshu,
chairman of the NPC Standing Committee, speaking after the second review of the
law at the end of January. He added that the
legislation demonstrated China’s commitment to free trade against the backdrop of
increasing protectionism and unilateralism
in the world. Observers have noticed that
China’s trade tension with its major business
partners, notably the US, also underlies the
legislative process.

Streamlining Procedure
Foreign investment in China is governed
by three laws regarding Chinese-foreign equity joint ventures, wholly foreign-owned
enterprises and non-equity joint ventures (or
contractual joint ventures). Passed from 1979
to 1988, the three laws were made at a time
when China had little in the way of business
laws. hey are often repetitious or in conlict with later laws in regulating the form of
organisation of a company and its business activities, such as the Corporate Law,
Contract Law and the Labour Contract Law.
More importantly, according to the three
laws, besides registering with market admin-
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istrators in the same way as domestic enterprises, a foreign investor needs to go through
a case-by-case approval from diferent
government agencies before setting up a
business in China. As this has already been
stopped in practice, the law is already obsolete.
While this means that a new law was
needed to be consistent with reality and the
existing rules, changes to China’s national
policy and the international situation added
to the urgency of accelerating the legislation. Domestically, as foreign investment
plays a more important role in the Chinese
economy, China has prioritised stabilising
foreign direct investment (FDI) amid the
pressure of slowing economic growth. Creating a better regulatory framework is more
emphasised than favourable tax and land
policies in attracting foreign investment.
Externally, China and the US have been
mired in trade woes since US President
Donald Trump began to impose tarifs on
Chinese imports in March 2018. Diicult
negotiations are still going on between the
world’s two largest economies to ease the
tension. Uncertainties surrounding the trade
war have negatively impacted global economic growth and international capital markets.
In this context, China has repeatedly
declared its commitment to further reform
and opening-up, and announced a series of
measures targeted at giving wider market
access to foreign investment, particularly in
the inancial sector. Kong Qingjiang, dean of
the School of International Law at the China
University of Political Science and Law, told
ChinaReport it is urgent that China legalises
the direction of reform and opening-up.

“In recent years, there have been big
changes to the external environment for the
Chinese economy. Particularly, China faces
trade disputes with Western countries. It’s a
problem showing China’s attitude to reform
and opening-up to dispel foreign investors’
worries over the investment environment
in China,” Zhao Xudong, professor of commercial and economic law at the China
University of Political Science and Law, told
ChinaReport. “here have been policies and
promotions in this regard, but they are not as
strong as a law. Foreign enterprises need legal
guarantees besides policies.”
In recent years, major global economies have been enthusiastic in reaching
regional and bilateral trade agreements, such
as the EU-Japan Economic Partnership
Agreement, the Trans-Paciic Partnership and
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership. China is also trying to sign free trade
agreements with more economies.
Ma Yu, a research fellow from the
Chinese Academy of International Trade and
Economic Cooperation under the Ministry
of Commerce, told ChinaReport that investment issues are often part of these bilateral
or multilateral trade negotiations that China
has engaged with. For example, intellectual
property rights protection and national treatment (equal treatment of foreign and local
businesses) are also about fair competition in
trade.
WTO reform will involve the rule of
competition, public procurement, speciic
information products and trade in services,
which are also linked with investment. “Even
if China did not revise the law now, there
would have needed to be changes to the law
CHINAREPORT I April 2019
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in the future so China could join higher-level
multilateral or bilateral trade agreements,”
Ma said.

Protection Priority
he main intent to protect and facilitate
investments is demonstrated both in the
declared purpose of the legislation and in
the speciic articles of the law. “he new law
is much more concise about the management of foreign investment than in the 2015
version... it shows the Chinese government’s ongoing eforts to streamline red tape,
promote fair competition and provide eicient services [to enterprises],” Kong said.
Chinese oicials and analysts have
repeatedly stressed major protection and
facilitation rules that the law embodies and
foreign investors have long asked for. he
most important is that the case-by-case
review for foreign investment is legally replaced by the combination of a negative list
and pre-establishment national treatment,
which promises foreign businesses equal
treatment with domestic businesses in the
phase of entering the Chinese market. Under
the old review system, government decisions
on whether and how a foreign business could
operate in China was based on a list of industries which fell into four categories – encourageing, permitting, restricting or excluding
foreign investment. By contrast, a negative list
speciies only the sectors that are fully or partly closed to foreign investment. Any foreign
project not on the list can be launched on the
same terms as domestic ones. his practice,
which makes it easier for foreign investors to
establish, acquire and expand their business
in host countries, has been adopted by many
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economies in the world in recent years.
After China and the US agreed in 2013
to use the policy as the foundation of their
negotiations on a bilateral investment protocol, it was irst tried in China in the Shanghai
Free Trade Zone the same year. It was then
promoted to China’s other free trade zones,
and a national negative list was inally implemented in June 2017 and updated a year
later. he number of subsectors on the list
was 190 in 2013 in Shanghai, but this was
reduced to 48 on the national negative list in
2018.
Ning Jizhe, vice chairman of the National
Development and Reform Commission,
China’s top economic planning agency, disclosed during the NPC session in March that
even fewer subsectors would be on the list in
2019. He added that government agencies
are working on eliminating barriers imposed
on foreign investment in areas not on the
negative list.
Stressing equality and fairness, the law
stipulates that foreign companies have equal
access to the same favourable policies as domestic enterprises and public procurement
deals. Foreign companies have the same
right to set standards for Chinese industries
as Chinese enterprises. New local oicials
have to honour the promises made by their
predecessors. If the State expropriates foreign
investments for public and social interests in
special circumstances, it must follow legal
procedures and make fair and reasonable
compensation. Forced technology transfer
by administrative power is banned. A mechanism will be set up to deal with foreign investors’ complaints against policies and abuse of
administrative power.

(Far left) The Foreign Investment Law
is approved at the second session of
the 13th National People’s Congress in
Beijing, March 15, 2019
(Left) A worker prepares food in Beijing
Air Catering Co., Ltd, the irst joint
venture established in China in 1980

As Kong observed, the recent acceleration
in legislation shows strong expectations and
wide consensus on these main issues among
lawmakers and other stakeholders.
China’s highlighting of protection and
facilitation of foreign investment contrasts
with the tightened scrutiny over foreign
investment in the EU and the US. In August 2018, US President Donald Trump
signed the Foreign Investment Risk Review
Modernisation Act (FIRRMA) to expand the
power of CFIUS, the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the US, and tasked it with
screening any acquisition of US businesses
by foreign enterprises that might impact US
national security.
In February, EU member states also agreed
on a deal to tighten supervision of FDI in the
eurozone, which is also regarded as responding to China’s rising mergers and acquisitions
in the region. hough China was not explicitly mentioned, analysts generally believe that
they are targeting the increased level of Chinese investments.
According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, global FDI
declined by 19 percent in 2018, but FDI inlow into China was up by 1.3 percent. It is
widely expected by Chinese oicials and analysts that the new law will attract more FDI
into China.
he law brings a more stable long-term environment for stakeholders. As the law is regarded as a basic framework and a commitment on
China’s pro-investment policy, detailed rules
are yet to be made to specify how the protection and facilitation principles can be realised
on the ground. his is not an easy job, as controversies still abound in this regard.
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instil ing investor
confidence
Foreign businesses and institutions are still digesting the
ramiications of China’s new Foreign Investment Law. Top
economist Cui Fan talks through the details and areas of concern
By Xu Ming

A parking lot at SAIC-GM-Wuling
Automobile, a joint venture between SAIC
Motor, General Motors and Liuzhou Wuling
Motors Co Ltd, located in Liuzhou, Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region, August 13,
2018
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he National People’s Congress,
China’s top legislative body, passed
the Foreign Investment Law on
March 15 at the closing meeting of its
annual two sessions, a revamp and uniication of the existing legal framework to cover
the entry, promotion, protection and management of foreign investment. By highlighting the protection of foreign investment, and
responding to major long-term concerns of
foreign business, it is expected to improve the
business environment and boost the country’s commitment on the further opening-up
of its market.
Concerns and controversy have arisen in
the process of making the law, from both
Chinese experts and foreign business groups,
including issues such as the deinition of
forced technology transfer, the power of local
government in making policies, and broad
terms and vague language in the law.
While the law is a basis for guiding and
setting up the framework for the forthcoming abolishment, amendment and establish-

ment of a series of laws and regulations to
make it enforceable, prudent clariications in
setting the rules of implementation should
be made to enforce the law efectively, said
Professor Cui Fan of the School of International Trade and Economics with the University of International Business and Economics, in an interview with ChinaReport.
ChinaReport: he Foreign Investment
Law stipulates that the Chinese government
will ban forced technology transfers by administrative means. Some Chinese experts
think it might lead to improper restrictions on
technology transfers while foreign investors, such as the European Union Chamber
of Commerce in China (EUCCC), have
expressed worries about the possibility of
non-administrative bodies instead compelling technology transfers. What’s your take
on this?
Cui Fan: Chinese experts, including me,
mainly hope to clarify the concept of what a
‘forced technology transfer’ is. his concept
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has been frequently mentioned during the
Sino-US trade friction, but it is not clearly
deined. he World Trade Organisation’s
(WTO) umbrella agreement [in Marrakesh,
Morocco, in 1994] does not mention anything related to technology transfers. But
China promised, when it entered the WTO
in 2001, that China would not make technology transfers a condition of doing business in China. To live up to its word, China
has not stipulated technology transfer as an
entry condition in any of its laws or regulations for foreign investment. It is not clear
yet if Chinese administrative staf ever hinted
at such a requirement when examining and
approving foreign investment projects.
China is willing to pass a law to curb the
possibility now. It’s a step forward anyhow.
he problem is, whenever China and
the US discuss the matter, the US usually
makes the meaning of the concept rather
broad. he US tends to refer to it not only in
China’s WTO accession agreement, but also
in China’s requirements about joint-venture
partnerships, ownership restrictions and the
case-by-case approval system, claiming that
the approval system carries hidden pressure
on foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) to
make technology transfers.
China has cancelled the case-by-case
approval system for foreign investments
which have not been on its negative list in recent years. After the Foreign Investment Law
is passed, China may cancel the entire approval and iling system. But those operating
in ields still on the negative list may have to
go through the approval process, and equity
restrictions may be retained in some sectors.
he US may think this constitutes forced
technology transfer. But it is not realistic for
China to cancel all the restrictions at once.
After all, there is still a negative list.
In addition, certain regulations in Chinese laws, such as those on cybersecurity and
patents, involve requirements in terms of
technology for the sake of national security
and public interest. Such practices that are
legal and reasonable in other countries might
also be deemed as a form of forced technology transfer if the term is not made clear in
the law.
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It is necessary to be prudent when
making forced technology transfer a legal
term. he present statement in the law may
be a way to show China’s goodwill. But when
making enforcement regulations later, this
point should be clariied to avoid becoming
too generalised.
Administrative means could refer to all
kinds of instructions and requirements
directly made by administrative organs
and staf, as I observe. Some Chinese social
organisations, like chambers of commerce,
can sometimes act on behalf of the government. So it is understandable if the EUCCC worries that non-administrative bodies might demand technology transfers. But
if they deem China’s enterprises, including
State-owned enterprises (SOEs), as nonadministrative bodies in this case, they go
too far. Because all Chinese enterprises operate independently and thus their negotiation with FIEs are business negotiations. he
technology transfers involved between them
are a function of market behaviour. A line
should be drawn between government and
market conduct when discussing the matter.
CR: he Foreign Investment Law allows
local governments to put forward policies to
promote foreign investment. here are worries that this might give them too much power to make favourable policies at the price of
ignoring the law or damaging fairness in the
market. Are the worries reasonable?
CF: China’s preferential policies for foreign
investment shrank after 2008 when China
integrated taxation policies for domestic and
foreign-funded business. Since then, local
governments put forward many favourable
policies to attract investment, which caused
chaos. It is logical to have local governments
make favourable policies based on the law,
but some governments went too far, for example, in providing tax preferences. It is not
good for maintaining the consistency of national economic policy and leads to vicious
competition.
In December 2014, the Chinese government started to clean up these local policies.
Projects in many places that had lured investment with preferential policies deemed illegal

came to a halt as a result. In 2015, the government temporarily suspended this cleanup, allowed the signed contracts to carry on
and meanwhile reiterated the rules for local
governments in issuing new policies.
In June 2016, China established its fair
competition review system, which prohibits providing preferential policies to
speciic operators beyond legal limits, including exempting operators from social insurance premiums. All local governments and
government organs need to go through the
fair competition review when making policies in principle. When private investment,
including foreign investment, started to drop
dramatically in 2016, the central government required governments at all levels to
fulil their promises to investors. In January
2017, the State Council issued policies to
encourage foreign investment and made it
clear that local governments are allowed to
make favourable policies in this regard, as
long as it is within legal limits.
In this process, two bottom lines about
local governments’ power gradually emerged:
On the one hand, the policies they make
should be based on the law. On the other,
local governments should keep their word.
he Foreign Investment Law draws on
experience and lessons from the past. It
retains the favourable policies on the national
level. Meanwhile, it allows local governments
to put forward policies to boost foreign
investment within legal limits, which would
include the demand for a fair competition
review, the requirements of China’s trade
policy compliance review [as mandated in
the WTO agreements among its member
countries] and laws and regulations in tax
collection and management, and so on.
Policies made within these parameters should
be sound, legally speaking.
CR: he Foreign Investment Law adds a
complaint mechanism for FIEs and provides
legal channels like administrative reconsideration and litigation. How do you understand
the combination of administrative and legal
channels as stipulated by the law?
CF: It is good that the legislative body
put administrative reconsideration and
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administrative litigation into the law in the
end, signalling that FIEs could choose to
pursue a judicial remedy on the same footing
as domestic companies. hey have diferent
functions to complaint mechanisms.
Administrative reconsideration and
administrative litigation apply to situations
in which foreign investors have a complaint
about a type of speciic administrative conduct. When FIEs think an administrative
organ should give a license but it does not,
they can sue, for example.
What a complaint mechanism can cover
is very broad. It can handle complaints from
FIEs as to whether the administrative staf
puts pressure on the enterprises to do something, or whether their attitude is satisfactory.
his mechanism will help supervise
Chinese administrative staf so they
better perform their duties. China has
reached agreements with many countries,
some of whom might doubt China will fulil
certain agreements. In these circumstances,
such a complaint mechanism will urge the
Chinese government to make more eforts in
carrying out international treaties and give its
partners more conidence.
Meanwhile, we should notice that while
this complaint mechanism for FIEs could be
powerful in solving problems in the future,
it is unfair for domestic enterprises which do
not have such a channel. It is understandable
that the Foreign Investment Law targets only
FIEs in establishing the mechanism. But I
believe that after the FIE complaint mechanism is put into efect, it will be necessary to
build a broader complaint mechanism to also
cover domestic enterprises to improve the
business environment.
CR: Local governments are not allowed
to illegally set requirements for market
entry and exit for FIEs. During the legislation
process, some experts suggested that China
preserve for local governments the power
to do so, particularly under the negative list
system – in a bilateral investment treaty, it
means sections outside the negative list are
automatically open to foreign investors – in
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order to provide some bufers in the supervision and management of newly emerged
industries or unexpected foreign investment
access. What’s your take on this?
CF: It is unfeasible. China has repeatedly
stressed in documents that local governments
are prohibited from setting requirements for
market entry and exit, and this is against
the law. Some local governments set restrictions for foreign investment probably out of
regional protectionism. he power to conine
investment might get misused, if it is once
allowed.
It is true that US states and EU members
are endowed the rights to set barriers to foreign investment by themselves. Instead of
granting the same power to Chinese local
governments, China can only address the
problem by trying to reach agreement on
constraining the power to do so by local governments of both parties in negotiations on
bilateral investment protocols with the US or
the EU.
Under the negative list system, it is not
feasible either to gain a bufer by using
local governments to curb the access of newly
emerged industries. It primarily should be
solved by designing the relevant content in
investment treaties. Up to now, China has
not signed any agreement which includes the
negative list and investment liberalisation.
When signing such treaties in the future,
China needs to carefully design its negative
list. For example, it is possible to be more
lexible and predictable when deining a
sector that deserves the right to make restrictive measures in the future, so it can include
a new technology in the negative list when
necessary. It is also reasonable to make safeguard clauses in exceptional circumstances to
extend lexibility in policymaking.
CR: he law legalises the system of
pre-establishment national treatment plus a
negative list for foreign investment. If there
are more preferential rules in market access in international agreements China has
signed, such rules shall prevail, the law stipulates. Some worry that it may lead to the

possibility of foreign investors suing the Chinese government directly by using international investment treaties and thus disturbing
the uniformity of the legal system. Do you
agree?
CF: China signed bilateral investment
treaties with some countries in earlier years
and the agreed treatment is relatively low by
today’s standards. Indeed, the issue of market
access is rarely included in China’s existing
bilateral investment agreements. Given this,
the application of terms by lower standards
is not in line with the spirit of fostering high
level opening-up within the law.
here are two ways of applying international laws in China. Many laws, including civil law and maritime law, give priority to the direct application of international
treaties, and that works well. Meanwhile,
some international rules, such as WTO rules,
need to be integrated into domestic laws to be
enforced.
I would prefer to directly use international agreements when it comes to foreign
investment. his will help make China more
prudent when signing bilateral investment
treaties to keep its promises consistent with
domestic laws and regulations. he treatment, rights and obligations we could promise in bilateral or multilateral investment
treaties should constantly keep pace with the
reform and progress made in the foreign investment system.
On the other hand, I don’t think it is a
bad thing if foreign investors directly use
international treaties to sue the Chinese
government within China, which could mean
administrative litigation. Because if they do
not sue in China, they will go to an international arbitration institution like the International Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID) for investment arbitration,
based on the bilateral investment treaties
signed with China.
Many of our bilateral investment treaties
stipulate that foreign investors can choose
either local judicial remedies or international
arbitration to solve investment disputes.
If the law does not allow them to directly
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CR: he Foreign Investment Law is much
shorter than the 2015 version, with many
details deleted, and was approved and passed
much quicker than usual. Foreign business
groups have questioned it for being fasttracked and vague. What’s your opinion?
CF: he law is a fundamental one that
sets up the pillars and framework governing foreign investment in China. As China
is establishing a new management system
for foreign investment, this fundamental law
provides guidance to revise and establish enforceable laws and regulations. It preludes the
systematic abolition, amendment and establishment of laws and rules to come.
It is true that speciic rules are not in place
yet, but it is predictable that from now until
January 1, 2020 when the law comes into
efect, implementation regulations and supporting rules and normative documents will
gradually be released to make the law enforceable. Most importantly, in this process,
the government will continue to solicit opinions from FIEs and foreign business groups.
Besides, the law was not made in a
hurry. he legislation process might have
been shorter, but the basic rules and principles, as well as problems covered in the law,
have been discussed for a long time or have
been practised for some time. Take the negative list system. Six years have passed since
it was irst tried in the Shanghai Free Trade
Zone. he inal law is a result of China’s
reform and experience in managing foreign investment. It is also a continuation of
China’s eforts in building a fair competition
system starting from 2008. So it is high time
that China built a new fundamental law.
CR: he law stipulates that China will
build an information reporting system and
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a security review system for foreign investments, but the language is broad. It has triggered concern from foreign business groups
about the uncertainties in the future.
CF: he 2015 version of the foreign
investment law is very long, with dozens of
articles about each of the two systems you
mentioned. So the design, and discussion
about it, is well-grounded.
he information reporting system and
security review system are already at work.
A iling system run by the Ministry of
Commerce demands FIEs to register their
information on an oicial platform and
there is also an annual information-reporting
system. Now the law has passed, there will be
enforcement regulations and special laws and
rules to further clarify the matter and build
a uniied information reporting system to
cover the information reporting before and
after FIEs enter the Chinese market.
Two security review systems have already been in operation for several years.
One is on FIEs’ mergers and acquisitions
of domestic irms, and the other is for
security reviews of foreign investment in free
trade zones. A uniied security review system
will come out with speciic regulations.
CR: Do you think China’s eforts in
using the rule of law to improve the investment
environment, including the foreign investment law, will help speed up the process of
reaching bilateral investment treaties (BIT)
with the EU and the US and help China play
a bigger role in WTO reform?
CF: I think so. Now China’s ultimate goal
is to make its market economy system in
line with the international standard. China’s
eforts on the rule of law in this regard have
something to do with international situations, but it is more of a step in China’s market economy construction and reform to the
foreign investment system at China’s own
pace.
hese eforts will help China play an important role in multilateral ields and reach
BITs and regional trade agreements, including the Regional Comprehensive Economic
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apply international investment treaties and
asks them to use domestic laws only, they
will see a slim chance of winning in China
and directly go to the ICSID instead. I think
it will be better to bring the international disputes back to China, because it will be more
costly to go to international court.

A Chinese woman works for a foreign-invested
enterprise in Jiangxi Province

Partnership and China-Japan-South Korea
free trade agreements.
China has been playing an active role
in enhancing international trade and investment facilitation. For example, at the
G20 summit held in Hangzhou, Zhejiang
Province in 2016, China initiated eforts to
reach the G20 Guiding Principles for Global
Investment Policymaking, a milestone in fostering multilateral investment rules, providing
directional guidelines for future international
investment. At the WTO Ministerial Conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2017,
China made a joint statement with ministers
from other WTO members and called for a
framework for global investment facilitation.
China’s eforts to enhance development
in this ield require its own investment legal system to be highly open and support
investment facilitation. he Foreign Investment Law will contribute to this, because it
marks China’s transition from an opening-up
model focused on product lows to institutional opening-up, which includes establishing domestic rules, writing laws in line with
international rules and initiating new international rules.
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drAmA At the AcAdemy
A high-proile academic misconduct scandal involving a Chinese actor has aroused public scrutiny of
alleged plagiarism and institutions cashing in on stardom
By Liu Yuanhang

Z

hai Tianlin had long been proud of his reputation as a
“xueba” – someone with stunning academic achievements.
he 32-year-old actor was touted as having the highest
academic qualiications in China’s entertainment industry: a PhD
from the Beijing Film Academy (BFA). He was getting his postdoc at
the even more prestigious Peking University when the curtain fell on
his shining academic record. Netizens had accused him of plagiarism.
His case triggered a larger discussion over academic dishonesty and
problems plaguing arts programmes in higher education in China.
With the rise of the web celebrity and the fan economy, the country
witnessed soaring numbers of applicants to ilm schools, all seeking fame and fortune. As a result, shady acting courses sprung up
that lowered the overall quality of the country’s ilm education. At
the same time, increasing numbers of art academies are launching
doctoral programmes in response to the central government’s ongoing
plan to cultivate world-class universities.
In the mad dash to develop, many have emphasised research quantity over quality, and as a result are troubled by plagiarism and lowquality writing.
“Zhai’s scandal has been a wake-up call for art academies and also
all higher educational institutions to strengthen regulations over academic management,” Zhou Xing, professor with the School of Art
and Communication at Beijing Normal University, told ChinaReport.

Acting the Part
Zhai started his bachelor’s degree at the BFA’s Performing Arts
School in 2006 and received his master’s in 2014 and doctorate in
2018.
Zhai rose to fame on the reality show beittingly called he Birth of
an Actor in 2017. He starred in more than 18 ilms and appeared on
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17 reality shows. He is known for his academic reputation – a rarity
in China’s entertainment industry.
he actor frequently boasted about his academic achievements on
social media and the eforts he put into his research papers. On January 31, Zhai posted a photo of his acceptance letter to Peking University’s Guanghua School of Management on Sina Weibo.
His persistent grandstanding piqued the interest of netizens, who
began digging for his academic papers. One of the actor’s published
essays proved their suspicions: he paper contained roughly 2,800
words, 1,646 of which were the same as an article by another actor
from 2006. he similarity score between the two was 40.4 percent.
Netizens also excavated more proof of the actor’s academic
misconduct: During a live broadcast last August, Zhai said he had
never heard of the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI)
– the largest and most widely used online database of academic literature in China.
“sNearly all Chinese graduate students, scholars and professors use
CNKIforreference.HowcouldsomeonewithaPhDhaveneveruseditfor
writing his papers?” one netizen wrote.
Zhai’s management agency issued a statement on February 9 saying
he was joking when he said he did not know about CNKI.
One blogger also claimed that Zhai’s doctoral dissertation could
not be found in the CNKI database while those written by his classmates were uploaded there.
he series of posts sparked a heated discussion online, with many
saying it was unfair to students who worked hard to earn a degree.
he incident went viral online and caught the attention of BFA and
Peking University, both of which launched their own investigations.
he Ministry of Education condemned the actor’s behaviour
on February 15 and stressed its zero-tolerance policy for academic
misconduct.
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Freshmen at the Beijing Film Academy, September 2017

Within days, Zhai’s academic career had unravelled. Peking University expelled Zhai from the two-year postdoctoral research programme and suspended his supervisor’s authority to further enrol
post-doctorate students. he Beijing Film Academy’s (BFA) Performing Arts School rescinded Zhai’s PhD. His former academic adviser,
Chen Yi, was no longer allowed to teach doctoral candidates.

‘Vanity Fair’
Following Zhai’s scandal, a letter written 15 years ago by the now
deceased ilm theorist and educator Zhou Chuanji went viral online.
As ilm educator and former BFA president, Zhou had taught generations of leading ilmmakers such as Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou.
In 2003, 78-year-old Zhou wrote a letter to his student Zhang
Huijun, the newly appointed BFA president. In the letter, the elder
professor bluntly criticised the latent problems of China’s ilm academies and an industry bent on cranking out celebrities.
“Nowadays even businesspeople who would only be considered
average movie fans want a piece of ilm education. heir only goal is
to manufacture stars. When it comes to ilm, all they talk about are
celebrities and stars,” Zhou wrote. “Everyone is trying to cash in with
ly-by-night acting classes and doctoral courses in cinema. Maybe the
Beijing Film Academy is to blame. Its acting department has increasingly become the epitome of a vanity fair,” Zhou wrote.
hat year marked a turning point for Chinese cinema. Zhang
Yimou’s martial arts epic Hero (2002), arguably the Chinese
mainland’s irst high-budget smash, ushered in China’s age of commercial blockbusters.
he long debate over the nature of ilm – whether as art or a
commercial product – gradually died down, and the industries for
cultivating stars and idols began to take shape. his commercialisation
had a profound impact on China’s ilm education.
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Dubbed the cradle of Chinese talent, the BFA is the alma mater of
many of the biggest names in Chinese cinema, from top ilmmakers
Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige and Jia Zhangke to actors Zhao Wei, Xu
Jinlei and Huang Xiaoming.
Training a group of “outstanding performing artists who serve the
people” has long been BFA’s expectation of its students. But many
arrived at the school with their own dreams and ambitions.
Take BFA’s Performing Arts School as an example. In 1999, apart
from its undergraduate programme, the school also ofered a 40-slot
vocational class with a relatively lower academic threshold. In 2003,
there were 190 slots.
Lower requirements gave students who scored low on the national college entrance examination, or gaokao, a scholastic shortcut.
Arts enrolment has since soared from 32,000 in 2002 to nearly one
million in 2018. Among all the arts programmes, many see acting as
the most direct route to the entertainment industry, fame and fortune.
Zhai Tianlin took the gaokao in 2006 and scored only 19/150 in
the maths portion. In 2006, the BFA’s Performing Arts School received around 6,700 applicants, 20 percent higher than the previous
year. In 2019, 59,059 students applied to the BFA, with 10,454 competing for the 60-slot Performing Arts School.
According to a report by China Education Daily in 2016, among
the 2,000 colleges and universities in China, more than 400 had an
acting department. However, the majority of these schools had no
previous ailiation with the arts and specialised in other ields such as
sports, mining, agriculture, engineering and economics.
“China’s ilm academies got themselves all mixed up. Too many
people are trying to squeeze in and snatch up limited teaching
resources. Academic quality can’t be guaranteed as the enrolled students proliferate,” Zhao Zhengyang, associate researcher at the China
Film Art Research Centre, told ChinaReport.
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he Chinese government has aimed to elevate its higher education
institutions to world-class standards as part of its Double First Class
University Plan. Since it was announced in 2015, China has seen
exponential growth in the number of PhD graduates to become the
top annual producer of PhDs in the world today.
In response to the plan, many of the nation’s art academies and
universities also set up doctoral programmes in the arts.
On February 14, Xie Fei, 77, renowned director and former BFA
vice president, posted a long article on Weibo, China’s Twitter-like
service, criticising what he saw as PhD mills in China’s art academies.
“I strongly opposed the [BFA]’s plan of opening doctoral programmes at the time [in 2003]. As a professional college, the BFA’s
objective is to equip our students with professional knowledge and
practical training. Training professional ilm talent is our goal. he
aim of a doctorate programme is to produce academic researchers,
but I don’t think the BFA can provide supervisors qualiied enough to
teach doctorates,” Xie wrote.
After graduating from the BFA in 1965 with a bachelor’s degree in
directing, Xie devoted the next ive decades to ilmmaking and teaching. “My creative and educational experiences qualify me to teach undergraduate and MFA courses. But I was required by the academy to
supervise doctoral candidates as well, which I don’t think I am capable
of,” Xie said.
Xie believes that while it is necessary to train academic researchers
in ilm studies, there is no practical use for producing Doctors of Fine
Arts (DFAs) in disciplines such as directing, editing, acting, ilming,
recording, producing and animation.
“hough the academy’s doctoral programmes have operated for
years, we still haven’t seen them produce any outstanding talent or
doctoral dissertations... Instead, it’s more often the case that candidates
produce low-quality papers and resort to plagiarism,” Xie wrote.
In his interview with ChinaReport, Zhao Zhengyang pointed
out another problem concerning degrees in China’s arts education:
“In China, having a doctoral degree is a must for college teachers to
attain a high academic position. What’s unreasonable is that professional teachers who teach creative subjects in colleges and universities
have to follow the same rigid requirements. heir teaching abilities are
not evaluated by their professional skills but by how many academic
papers they have published and whether they have a doctorate.”
Zhao said this creates a dilemma: “On the one hand, a number
of people who have never worked in the arts before have got a DFA,
while on the other hand skilled and talented artists have a hard time
producing good-quality academic work,” Zhao said.
Zhou Xing, however, supports the idea of art academies training
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The DFA Dilemma

Zhai Tianlin poses for a graduation photo at the Beijing Film
Academy in June 2018

academic researchers in doctoral programmes.
Zhou, who appraises art courses for the Academic Degrees Committee of the State Council (ADCSC), said when any art develops
into a mature subject, theory is necessary to support the subject’s
long-term development.
“he truth is that if an art subject lacks comprehensive theoretical support, society will eventually view it with prejudice. People
will generally equate art to entertainment and see it as nothing but
acting, singing and dancing. hat’s why art needs theory,” Zhou told
ChinaReport. “Take acting as an example. Most performers improve
their acting skills by observing life and gathering experiences. But to
systematically exalt acting to a theoretical level we need exceptional
art theorists.”
“It is absolutely unwise for art academies to merely recruit painters
to evaluate students’ artworks or professional actors to judge students’
acting. Professional artists and actors, even if they are skilled in their
professions, are likely to make quick and rough judgements based on
intuition and experience instead of following a consistent and systematic aesthetic criterion,” Zhou said.
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the cancer cure that Went viral
Medical researcher Chen Xiaoping’s claim that a malaria parasite – plasmodium – may be efective in
ighting cancer has sparked fevered debate in China. While those diagnosed with terminal cancer see
the treatment as a last ray of hope, medical experts have questioned its science and accused Chen of
ethics violations for conducting human trials
By Peng Danni and Xie Ying

M

ore than 100 people had signed
up to volunteer for a controversial clinical trial when staf
at Guangzhou Fuda Cancer Hospital was
forced to start turning people away, he Paper
reported on February 13.
Some had arrived at the hospital after hearing news which, like many others ighting
cancer across China, gave them hope
Chen Xiaoping, a researcher working with
the Guangzhou Institutes of Biomedicine
and Health under the China Academy of Sciences (CAS), along with his team, was testing
cancer treatments that involved injections of
plasmodium, a pathogen of malaria.
In the speech at the CAS Science, Education, Life and Future Forum (SELF) on
January 23, Chen said that so far, two of his
patients “might have been cured.”
Chen said his team had found that plasmodium can reactivate an immune system
disabled by cancer cells while cutting of
nutrition supplies to tumors by suppressing
their blood vessel growth.
Chen said over the past two years they
had treated 30 people. More importantly, he
claimed that tumors in two of them (diagnosed with terminal lung cancer and prostate
cancer) had “shrunk.”
Video of Chen’s speech immediately went
viral on social media, with some exclaiming
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China had found a cure for cancer. Medical experts and doctors in China, however,
have criticised such remarks as “irresponsible
hype.”
Some argued that Chen’s description of the
treatment lacked suicient scientiic scrutiny
and pointed out his conclusion was based
only on individual cases. Given plasmodium
can self-replicate and malaria is highly infectious, some critics expressed concern that
the experiments posed unpredictable risks to
patients and the public.

Controversial Claim
A graduate of Guangdong Medical University, Chen, now in his 60s, has been
engaged in plasmodium-related biomedicine
and immunology for nearly three decades.
Chen said his idea for plasmodium treatment
came from charts showing cancer and malaria rates he saw during an epidemiology class
in 1985. When comparing the two charts,
he found that regions with a higher rate of
malaria saw a relatively lower rate of cancer.
He hypothesised there was a negative correlation between malaria and cancer and dedicated himself to researching it.
Chen said he and his colleagues cross-referenced databases worldwide that conirmed
the negative correlation. In 2017, Chen published his indings in the medical journal

Infectious Agent and Cancer and began work
on a plasmodium treatment.
Some in the ield were sceptical from
the start. Wang Liming, a neurobiology
researcher at Zhejiang University’s Life Science Institute and Chen’s greatest critic, posted a long article questioning the plasmodium
treatment and claimed the negative correlation was not enough to justify human trials.
“[According to Chen’s paper], when malaria rises by 100 percent, cancer [in the same
region] only drops by 10 percent... And, it
should be taken into consideration that studies show anti-malaria drugs may suppress
cancer cells and strong evidence suggests that
plasmodium may instead cause some types of
cancers to grow,” he wrote in the article.
Wang’s argument echoed a study conducted by Ali Salanti, professor at the Immunology and Microbiology Institute, University
of Copenhagen, and several other researchers from the Vancouver Prostate Centre,
showing no correlation between malaria and
cancer. Salanti told ChinaReport they also
found that tumors would grow in some
patients infected with the Ebola virus and
malaria at the same time.
Over the past ive decades, researchers found that regions with high rates of
malaria, such as in Africa, often sufer from
high rates of Burkitt lymphoma, a form of
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non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma that was irst
detected in children in Africa.
In August 2015, Davide Robbiani of
Rockefeller University and his colleagues
claimed in a paper in medical journal Cell that
their rat tests showed that some cells became
more vulnerable to cancer during a long-term
ight against virulent plasmodium. Although
the plasmodium Chen injected into his trial
patients was not virulent, he did not detail its
side-efects or which types of cancer it would
afect.
Chen’s second theory to support his
plasmodium treatment – plasmodium can
cut of the nutrition supply to the blood
vessels of cancer cells – was also challenged.
A paper published by researchers from Tokyo University in 2010 delivered contrary
indings. Also, according to clinical experiments.gov, a database established by the US
National Library of Medicine and US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), there have
been more than 20 clinical experiments for
malaria therapy drugs, which, as Wang said,
helped weaken the relationship between plasmodium and cancer, if any.
However, these conclusions do not necessarily disprove Chen’s theories. What rankled
critics most was that Chen jumped to a
conclusion before completing a study with
the data required for appraisal and judgement. Many have scolded Chen for casually
using the word “cure.” Some argued the two
patients were isolated cases and pointed out
that Chen did not conirm whether they had
previously received any other cancer treatments. Moreover, doctors generally consider
cancer survivors as cured after living for at
least ive years in complete remission.

Medical Histories
According to Wang Liming, Chen’s theory, if correct, merely provides more evidence
of immunotherapy, a new therapy against
cancer that involves recovering and activating the immune system.
In 2018, American physician James
Allison and Japanese researcher Tasuku Honjo won the Nobel Prize in Medicine for discovering two molecules, CTLA-4 (cytotoxic
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lymphocyte-associated antigen-4) and PD-1
(programmed cell death protein 1), that
suppress the reactivity of the immune cells.
Current immunodrugs work by resisting
CLTA-4 and PD-1.
But immunotherapy has even earlier origins. At the end of the 19th century, American physician William Coley injected inactive bacteria (called Coley Toxin) into his
cancer patients after he accidentally found
that the cancer tumor of a patient shrank
following a bacterial infection. Over 40 years,
Coley treated around 1,000 cancer patients
with the Coley Toxin. Half of them reportedly went into near complete remission.
However, quality and safety controls limited
the treatment from widespread use. Radiotherapy and chemotherapy eventually took
its place.
In the early 20th century, Austrian doctor
Julius Wagner Jauregg found that plasmodium could be used to treat neurosyphilis.
His discovery won the 1927 Nobel Prize in
Medicine. However, to this day no one fully
understands how the treatment worked. It
was abandoned in the 1940s following the
discovery of penicillin.
“In theory, any outer infectious source can
activate the immune system thanks to the
human body’s self-defence mechanism. For
example, the inluenza virus activates the immune system through fever,” Wang Yuedan,
deputy director of the Immunology Department of Peking University Health Science Centre told inancial magazine China
Business Network (CBN). She believes that
plasmodium’s proposed ability to activate the
immune system is not unique.
In his article, Wang Liming emphasised
that it took a long time for immunotherapy
to get from theory to clinical drug use. For
example, Nivoluma, a monoclonal antibody
drug that resists PD-1, did not hit the market
until 2014 – two decades after the discovery
of PD-1.
“Even if it’s proven that plasmodium can
activate the immune system... researchers
have to thoroughly explore the theories behind it, such as which immune cells it activates, how and which part of the activation

is meaningful, which part is not speciic and
which should even be avoided... Based on
those indings, researchers should develop a
drug that could strengthen the cancer-ighting efects while limiting side-efects,” Wang
said.
“As our current understanding of cancer is
totally diferent compared to a century ago,
it is wrong to simply copy Coley and directly
inject toxins into humans,” he added.

Questionable Ethics
his is not the irst time malaria therapy
triggered controversy. In the 1980s, American physician Henry Heimlich, inventor of
the Heimlich maneuver, came under ire
for his advocacy of malariotherapy to ight
cancer. After the FDA and US Centres for
Disease Control and Prevention discounted
the theory, Heimlich turned his attention
to human trials in Mexico. Four of the ive
patients that received the treatment died
within one year.
But Heimlich did not stop. Fuelled by
funding from movie stars and agents, he
began treatment on people living with HIV
and sought research partners in China.
Chen Xiaoping was among them. According to a 2003 report in he New York Times,
Heimlich and a Chinese team led by Chen
injected plasmodium into eight people with
HIV between 1993 and 1996. US authorities later investigated the American researchers involved.
he paper quoted medical experts who
criticised Heimlich’s experiment in China,
saying that it was unthinkable that such an
experiment would be approved in the US.
“Chen’s team should not have launched
the clinical trial so hastily before they could
clearly weigh the cancer-ighting efects
against the side-efects and conduct more
animal tests for other types of cancers,” Wang
wrote in his article.
Another concern is the spread of malaria.
According to Chen, a major reason he chose
Guangzhou as a venue is the city is free of
the anopheles mosquito, a known vector to
transmit malaria. But Wang Yuedan told
CBN that the species exists in some rural
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areas of Guangzhou. Besides, given it takes
malaria three months to two years to incubate
in human hosts, medical experts expressed
concerns that the trials could pose a potential risk to the public health if not controlled
properly. Chen did not mention whether his
team is continuing to monitor people who
had received injections in the study.
According to Chen, it took his team three
years to receive approval for the latest clinical test. But critics argued that China’s loose
ethics approval system is vulnerable to misuse. According to Chinese regulations, researchers can conduct clinical trials on humans with approval from an internal ethics
committee formed by the hospital hosting
the experiment.
Documentation from the First Ailiated
Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University,
one of the three hospitals that reportedly
conducted Chen’s experiments, showed its
committee consisted of 11 members, nine of
whom worked at the hospital. Information
about the remaining two was not released.
his only reinforced previous doubts about
the ethics approval process, especially when it
comes to challenging or controversial experiments. “Few people are familiar with [such]
issues, so I think ethics committee members
should be strictly selected and receive very
professional training,” Wu Yilong, director of
the Guangzhou Lung Cancer Institute and
tenured director of Guangdong Provincial
People’s Hospital, told ChinaReport.
Zhai Xiaomei, director of the Humanities
and Social Sciences Institutes, Peking Union
Medical College Hospital, believes that an
ethics committee should appraise both the
ethics and the scientiic value. “An ethics
committee should prioritise the actual value
of a project... If a project has many scientiic
problems, the ethics committee should be
sceptical of its value,” she told ChinaReport.
ChinaReport attempted to contact the ethics committee members of the three involved
hospitals numerous times for an interview,
but received no response as of press time.
During investigations into Chen and his
treatment, journalists found that besides
the three hospitals involved, biotechnology
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company CAS LAMVAC Biotech also supported the experiments. Chen Xiaoping is its
founder and CEO. he company possesses
four initiative core technologies related to
plasmodium, according to its oicial website.
In October 2018, Ke Zhonggui, CAS
LAMVAC’s largest stakeholder, told media
that the company is working hard to turn its
plasmodium-based treatments into a unicorn
in the immunotherapy ield and is planning
a Hong Kong IPO within two years. his led
some to voice suspicions that Chen’s hasty
push of the plasmodium treatment was done
in preparation to go public.
Neither Chen nor the company conirmed
the allegations. Instead, rebuttals came from
Chen’s supporters on social media, who suggested that the producers and sellers of cancer
drugs were behind the criticism.
Chen Xiaoping

Desperate For Help
Some supporters argued that Chen’s 30
years of commitment to malaria therapy
research proves his motives go beyond the
monetary. he treatment provides an alternative to radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
which have serious side-efects, supporters
said.
ChinaReport found the comment sections
of nearly all news reports on Chen and his
treatment were illed with questions about
how to participate.
According to media reports, Chen’s team
has recruited around 160 volunteers for the
second round of clinical trials. No further
details were reported.
“For those diagnosed with terminal cancer, plasmodium [treatment] ofers a last ray
of hope. hey are grasping at straws,” one
supporter commented on the ChinaReport
Chinese edition Sina blog.
In the now famous SELF forum speech,
Chen also described his previous patients
as those willing to gamble on plasmodium
because no other treatment was helping.
Critics, however, see this as taking advantage of people desperate for a cure.
“We scientists and doctors are professionals and we have the responsibility to protect
patients rather than exploit their vulnerability

and urgent need for treatment,” Zhai Xiaomei at Peking Union Medical College Hospital told ChinaReport. “If we lead patients
to believe a treatment is efective and reliable
but it turns out to not be… they may lose
their trust in scientists,” she added.
“Medical progress is not achieved by marketing ‘hopes,’ but by high standards of transparency and professional appraisal,” Zhu Yao,
oncologist and deputy-director physician at
Fudan University Shanghai Cancer Centre,
told ChinaReport.
While Chen has refused all interviews
amid the controversy, Zhong Nanshan, one
of Chen’s partners and an academic with the
Chinese Academy of Engineering renowned
for his studies of SARS, has stepped into the
media spotlight.
In an interview with China Central Television on February 7, Zhong claimed the treatment is still in its experimental phase and
that current evidence and cases are not suficient proof that the treatment works. “We
can say that the treatment has shown some
promise, but it is too early to make a conclusion,” he said.
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China has unveiled major economic
policies, including large tax cut packages,
that pundits say have both short- and
long-term considerations
By He Bin, Wang Quanbao, and Huo Siyi

The vitality of many companies has been sustained
and improved with the implementation of the
country’s tax cut policy

I

n the run-up to China’s annual session of the National People’s Congress,
China’s law-making body, a major focus
was the government’s economic policy. In the
past months, as trade friction with the US
simmered and escalated, the status of China’s
slowing economic growth has been the subject of scrutiny.

Lower Growth Target
In a keynote speech on March 5, in which
he delivered the annual government’s work
report, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang frequently mentioned the various “risks” the Chinese
economy faces, and announced a GDP
growth target in 2019 of 6.0-6.5 percent,
compared to last year’s target of “around 6.5
percent.” According to oicial data, the Chinese economy grew by 6.6 percent in 2018.
It is the second time that the government
has set its economic growth target within
a range instead of at a speciic igure in recent years. In 2016, the government set its
economic growth at 6.5 to 7 percent. Having experienced double-digit growth during
much of the 2000s and early 2010s, China’s
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GDP growth has steadily declined since
2012. China’s ongoing trade war with the US
over the past year has also not only begun to
have a negative impact on China’s economic
growth, but has injected a great amount of
uncertainty as to its sustainability.
According to Zhang Zhanbin, an economist from the Chinese Academy of Governance, setting the growth target at a range
that is lower than that of last year will provide leeway for any economic diiculties the
country may face while allowing space for
urgently needed structural reforms.
“It shows that the Chinese government is
getting more strategic in balancing the need
to boost economic growth and manage various internal and external risks,” Zhang told
ChinaReport.

Tax Reduction
Along with a lower and still robust growth
target, Li also unveiled a massive tax cut
package, announcing that the government
aims to reduce business taxes and social
security spending by more than two trillion
yuan (US$298b) within the year.

A major component of the tax cut package
is to reduce the value-added tax (VAT) rate
for manufacturing businesses from 13 to 10
percent and for construction and transport
companies from 10 to nine percent. While
the current six percent VAT rate for the
service sector will remain unchanged, service
industry companies will be ofered more tax
rebates.
To promote the development of micro-businesses, those with an annual
revenue of 100,000 yuan (US$14,900) or
lower will be exempt from VAT, up from
30,000 yuan (US$4,470) last year.
Under China’s tax code, VAT is the single
biggest tax item. In 2017, for example, VAT
revenue alone accounted for 38.9 percent of
the government’s total tax revenue. Analysts
believe that reducing VAT alone will lead to
a gross tax reduction increasing from 800 billion yuan (US$119b) in 2018 to 1.2 trillion
yuan (US$178b) in 2019.
In the meantime, electricity rates for businesses will be cut by 10 percent, with internet
and mobile internet fees expected to drop by
15 and 20 percent. Social security fees for
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it into VAT, which authorities claimed had
resulted in a tax reduction of one trillion
yuan (US$149b) within one year.
In May 2018, authorities lowered the
VAT rate for the manufacturing sector from
17 percent to 16 percent. hen in September, the government released a reform to the
personal income tax code. According to
Wang Jun, head of China’s State Administration of Taxation, the personal income tax
reform resulted in a reduction of 200 billion
yuan (US$29.8b) collected during the irst
four months of its implementation.
Despite these reforms, most businesses
operating in China have not seen a major
reduction in their tax burden. Tax revenue
has been growing at a rate far exceeding
the growth rate of the economy in the past
few years, which shows that China’s overall tax level has been increasing rather than
decreasing.
According to Liu Shangxi, head of the
Chinese Academy of Fiscal Sciences under
the Ministry of Finance and a government
consultant on taxation policy, the reason
behind the paradox lies in that the increase
in the eiciency of the authorities’ tax
collection capability has outpaced the governments’ eforts to reduce the tax rate. Liu
said China’s existing tax code was enacted in
the pre-digital era when collection eiciency
was much lower.
herefore, to compensate for the dificulty of implementing the tax code, the
government opted for higher tax rates. However, with decades of technological advances
increasing collection capabilities, the existing tax code has become a major obstacle for
economic growth.

Aiming for the Long Term?

Future Prospects

While the tax reduction package appeared
to be a short-term response to China’s economic slowdown and challenges posed by
trade frictions with the US, many pundits in
China argue that it marks a shift in China’s
approach to tax policy in the long term.
In the past couple of years, authorities have
initiated several rounds of tax reforms and
reductions. In late 2016, China launched a
reform to scrap the business tax and merge

he government has been reluctant to lower tax rates in the past. Instead, the preferred
approach was to ofer tax relief, including
widespread tax exemptions at the provincial and local level. But as the world’s major
industrial countries, including the US, the
UK, Japan and France, have all resorted to
tax reductions to boost their economies,
China’s existing tax regime has proven to be
unsustainable.
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businesses, which were ixed nationwide at
19 percent of an employee’s monthly salary,
will now be set by provincial and regional
governments, with a loor of 16 percent.
“he estimated total tax cut of two
trillion yuan will account for about onetenth of the total tax revenue of the Chinese
government,” Chen Yuyu, an economist and
professor at Peking University, told ChinaReport, “It is no doubt an audacious plan,
and will provide a strong stimulus to the
economy.”
With the government’s tax revenue
expected to shrink, Li called for governments
at all levels to implement austerity measures.
Li said the government would cut its administrative spending by ive percent, and spending on logistics for public servants by three
percent. In the meantime, authorities will
require designated State-owned inancial institutions and enterprises to hand over more
of their proits to the government cofers.
In addition, the government also set the
iscal deicit at 2.8 percent of GDP, or 2.76
trillion yuan (US$411b), an increase of 380
billion yuan (US$56.6b) from last year.
his means that China will focus on using
iscal tools to deal with the current economic
challenges instead of monetary policies as it
did during the global inancial crisis in 2008.
China released a four trillion yuan
(US$596b) stimulus package, which
although it helped the country withstand the
impact of the inancial crisis, experts believe
it sowed the seeds for structural problems,
including rocketing housing prices, high debt
and excessive industrial capacity. During his
speech, Li stressed that China’s monetary
policy will remain “prudent.”

Liu Shangxi

Liu said the latest tax reform shows
that authorities have inally changed their
approach in addressing high tax rates, which
will have a positive long-term impact on the
economy.
“Instead of temporary tax relief measures
with expiration dates that pose long-term uncertainties for businesses, directly addressing
tax rates can provide greater certainty for the
market to facilitate longer-term investment,”
Liu told ChinaReport.
Besides the tax reduction measures, Liu
said authorities will announce additional tax
cuts within the year.
Prior to the NPC session, there had been
much discussion about streamlining the
VAT system by reducing the number of VAT
brackets from three to two.
During his speech, Premier Li said the
government would continue to explore the
possibility in the following months.
According to Liu, the government had
reached a consensus regarding the streamlining of the VAT system to be announced in
the near future.
In addition, authorities are considering whether to lower corporate income tax,
which is currently set at 25 percent, Liu said.
“All in all, the purpose is to nurture a
healthy, competitive and attractive business environment,” Liu said. “If China can’t
achieve this goal, its status as the world’s
manufacturing hub and desired industrial
upgrades will be in jeopardy.”
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only a Brief relief
Famed economist argues that over-reliance on investment to stabilise
growth is nothing but a temporary relief measure that will lead to disaster
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By Jiang Xuan

E

arlier this year, a series of major provincial infrastructure projects began
nationwide, such as in Jiangxi, Shandong and Jiangsu provinces.
In December 2018, the Central Economic
Work Conference stated that with its tremendous potential in investment demand,
the country must reinforce investment’s
pivotal role, encourage investment in municipal infrastructure and strengthen rural infrastructure construction and public facilities.
Stabilising investment has long been an
efective measure to drive economic growth
in China.
On February 26, the National Development and Reform Commission, China’s top
planning body, predicted that infrastructure
investment would see moderate growth,
while investment in manufacturing and real
estate would remain stable but experience a
degree of downward pressure.
During an exclusive interview with ChinaReport, Liu Yuanchun, vice president of
the Renmin University of China, argued
that while the country’s investment growth
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slowdown is unavoidable, maintaining
growth rates within a reasonable range is still
crucial.
ChinaReport: What is your assessment
of China’s infrastructure, manufacturing
and real estate industries in 2018? What will
change in 2019?
Liu Yuanchun: Investment in manufacturing rebounded in the second half of 2018
compared with the irst half and in 2017.
However, it remains at a relatively low level.
In 2019, the manufacturing industry is expected to encounter more pressure.
To begin with, China’s manufacturing
industry is export-oriented and the sluggish
world economy will afect China’s exports.
What’s more, there is uncertainty over whether
recent negotiations will resolve the China-US
trade frictions. China’s automobile market is
expected to remain stagnant in 2019 and
there is room to adjust the real estate industry
despite its recent warming-up. In 2018, infrastructure in China witnessed sluggish growth
and this year it is expected to rebound.

CR: Stabilising investment is a priority for
the central government. Is a policy adjustment needed?
LYC: Since July 2018, a series of measures
were in place to improve the weak links in
infrastructure, and infrastructure investment
increased by three or four percent against the
negative growth in 2017. he main investors nowadays, however, are private enterprises facing diiculties such as high prices in
inancing and declines in prospective earnings. In 2019, policy-led investment will rise
signiicantly but private investment is likely
to slow down, making the efects of stabilising investment unnoticeable.
CR: You have argued recently that private
investment has reached its peak. What do
you mean by that?
LYC: From a market perspective, the
private economy has reached the peak of the
investment cycle. Despite controversies over
the status of the private economy last year,
private investment reached a growth rate of
8.9 percent in 2018, up from 2.2 percent in
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CR: China is in a transition period from
high-speed growth to high-quality growth.
In your opinion, which economic indicators
need special attention?
LYC: Generally speaking, economic
indicators include returns on investment and
the output ratio of new capital. Nowadays,
investment plays an increasingly important
role in driving GDP growth but investment
eiciency is relatively low.
From the micro perspective, proit rates on
cost and inancial returns on new capital are
dropping for some enterprises. So are returns
on equity. he medium- and long-term strategy is to accelerate the shift in the forces that
drive development. he old growth drivers
are seeing declines in returns. In recent years,
achievements have been made to cultivate
new growth drivers, which have seen rapid
development. But these new economic forces
are still weak in promoting GDP growth. It’s
diicult for a small horse to drive the big cart
of the Chinese economy in the short term. It
takes time to replace old growth drivers with
new ones, and the investment growth rate
also needs time to shift gears.
CR: What measures should we take to
improve investment eiciency?
LYC: Investment in public services and
tertiary industries is inadequate, and we need
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structural adjustments to open more areas for
investment. Some areas, however, received
excessive investment. State-owned enterprises (SOEs) gain monopolised proits to invest
excessively in other industries, placing private
enterprises in a diicult situation.
SOEs are reluctant to shoulder social responsibilities and some public service sectors
are not open to private enterprises, leading to
weak investment in public services and weak
supply of public services. Starting last year,
the central government aimed to enhance investment by addressing the weak links.
CR: How can China stabilise investment
while preventing risks?
LYC: Stabilising investment is a part of
stabilising growth. Investment should be
made by competent market entities who are
willing and able to invest. It’s time to depart
from the investment modes of the past with
an over-reliance on policy and governmentled investment.
CR: In 2018, public-private partnerships
(PPP) and local government debts came under more scrutiny. Will this afect the motivations of local governments to invest?
LYC: Nowadays, local governments at all
levels are confronted with the pressure of
capital, but the central government has introduced a series of measures including the
issuing of special bonds and local bonds to
try to ease the investment bottlenecks local
governments face.
A major problem for local governments
is a lack of investment motivation because
of environmental requirements, all kinds of
inspections, local debt and the neglect of
duty of some government oicials.
Generally, investment by local governments and SOEs is not likely to rebound in
the near future.
CR: You previously mentioned that stabilising consumption is more important than
stabilising investment. Can you explain that?
LYC: It’s a long-term strategic adjust-
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2016. he private economy will experience
a reversion and a short-term luctuation. As
a result, if there are no measures boosting
private investment, it will likely experience
a noticeable fall. Early this year, the central
government introduced 18 support measures
to help private enterprises with the diiculties and high prices of inancing.
Private investment decline surfaces when
an economy turns from high-speed growth
to medium-high-speed growth. It’s also a
result of a falling savings rate. We need to
prevent a sharp drop in investment and debtdriven investment. We must deine the goals
for stabilising growth in 2019 so that investment growth is not pursued at all costs.

Liu Yuanchun

ment. he current sluggish economy derives
from weak demand and an excess of supply.
Weak demand is relected in the decline of
consumption, the investment growth rate
and changes in imports and exports. he
three engines driving economic growth all
experienced changes.
To attain a relative equilibrium of aggregate supply and demand in the short and
medium term while improving risk resistance, an important strategy is keeping consumption at a reasonable level and preventing
the consumption growth rate from suddenly
dropping.
Over-reliance on investment to stabilise
growth is nothing but a temporary relief
that will lead to disaster. Prior investment in
the real estate industry to stabilise economic
growth is likely to yield an outcome: the
more investment made, the more likely the
economy is going to collapse.
In recent years, the declining consumption
growth rate and the constraints on economic
transition have yielded noticeable side-efects.
It’s even more diicult to promote consumption once it declines and short-term adjustments are needed.
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Liu Liangcheng

return to rurAl roots
The Xinjiang-based naturalist writer Liu Liangcheng tells ChinaReport about his latest novel, his
philosophy on nature and his eforts to resurrect a village
By Liu Yuanhang

D

ubbed by critics as the “last
essayist of the 20th century” and
a “bucolic philosopher,” Liu Liangcheng identiies himself irst as a peasant,
then a writer.
In his early years, Liu worked on farms,
was a shepherd and spent more than a
decade as a maintenance worker in a farm
machinery centre. He left the village at the
age of 30 and lived in Urumqi, capital of
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Two
decades later, at 50, Liu was drawn by the
inner call of the countryside and returned to
rural life once again. He has established an
academy in an old village at the foot of the
Tianshan Mountains, where he farms, teaches, reads and writes, living an ideal literati lifestyle portrayed in the pastoral poetry and ink
paintings of generations.
Almost all of Liu’s writings are in some way
connected to the countryside where he has
lived and the unique topography of deserts
and wilderness in Xinjiang. His irst essay anthology One Man’s Village was acclaimed as
a naturalist masterpiece and deemed by critics as China’s Walden. In 2014, his new essay
anthology In Xinjiang won the Lu Xun Prize
for Literature, one of the most prestigious
literary awards in China. His latest novel,
he Messenger, published in October 2018,
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centres on a religious war on the land of
Xinjiang in the 11th century.
“Writers from Xinjiang can ofer something a bit diferent to Chinese literature,”
Liu told ChinaReport, “Its vast land provides
writers huge space for personal growth, broad
enough for them to grow to be a towering
tree.”

Spirits in Everything
Liu was born in a small village on the edge
of the Gurbantunggut Desert in Xinjiang
in 1962. He grew up in the isolated sandy
wilderness where livestock outnumbered
people and the loudest sound he ever heard
was the wind.
Liu studied agricultural machinery at a technical middle school, and later put his skills to
work at a little rural farm machinery centre in
Shawan County.
His earliest forays into writing began with
poetry. He wrote when he had nothing else
to do. “Writing poetry didn’t take up a lot of
my time. It’s a thing I did when I was bored,”
Liu said.
he place where he lived was big, wide
country, cut of from the rest of the world.
But that quiet rural life has been severely
challenged since the arrival of urbanisation
and the market economy. China’s reform and

opening-up started along the eastern coastal
regions in the late 1970s and gradually spread
into the western interior areas in the 1990s.
As Liu recalled, everyone hankered after leaving and their only goal was to get to the city.
In the early 1990s, at the age of 30, Liu
left the village and got a job as an editor at
the Worker’s Daily newspaper in Urumqi.
he other editors were all university graduates. Liu did not have a single qualiication.
“hey’d say that the Workers’ Daily was turning into the ‘Peasants’ Daily’ now that this
peasant had turned up,” Liu recalled with a
smile. In the eyes of this peasant writer, newspaper editing was very similar to ploughing
a ield – sowing, fertilising and weeding in
given patches, less labourious though.
He did not write poetry anymore, saying
he seemed to have lost the ability ever since
he arrived in the city. He started to write
essays in his cramped dorm room after work.
With no room for a desk, he would write
hunched over a cardboard box by the bed.
So was inished his literary debut, the essay
anthology One Man’s Village.
Written from the perspective of “an idler”
who is a keen observer of everything in the
village, One Man’s Village is more about wind,
livestock, dust and vegetation than people.
he book was published at the end of the last
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century to critical acclaim, and has sold more
than one million copies.
In One Man’s Village, Liu intertwines his
philosophical meditations with a leaf, a gust
of wind, a lower petal and trees, but mostly
with animals – dogs, birds, hens, hares, sheep,
donkeys, horses and colonies of ants.
He believes there is a spirit in everything.
For him, literature is a form of expression
that occurs when the human soul communicates with the spirits of the natural world.
A writer can look at a plant and see emotions, see the process of life, sense the entirety
of the grass and trees and lowers. “Writers
are those who can talk with stones. I speak
quietly with spirits of everything in nature
and when I speak, I feel everything is listening,” Liu wrote in the foreword.
“For me at the heart of naturalist literature
you have Nature herself. Naturalist literature
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should put Nature in her most natural place,
let her speak for herself. My writing, beginning with One Man’s Village, has been working in this direction,” Liu said.
In a summary of China’s prose writing in
the second half of the 20th century, the renowned literary critic Lin Xianzhi compares
Liu with his predecessors – writers known for
their regional and local colour writing such as
Shen Congwen, Xiao Hong, Sun Li, Wang
Zengqi and Jia Pingwa.
Most local colour writers, Lin points out,
focus primarily on the speciic features
unique to a particular region such as the customs, people and landscapes.
But Liu has no intention of delineating the
external world but focuses on the transcendental, intrinsic philosophy of things in the
natural world. “In this sense, Liu’s writing is
unique,” Lin said.

Sounds of Nature
In his 2010 novel Hollowing Out, Liu
tells stories about a village called Abudan in
southern Xinjiang. He uses the village as his
starting point to sketch out the economic,
cultural, and national identity and other aspects of southern Xinjiang.
he novel provides a new perspective on
the traditions and modernity of Xinjiang.
In the village surrounded by rapidly rising
modern towns and oil derricks, blacksmiths
are still doing ironwork, people are still carrying old kantuman (a kind of iron tool for
agriculture) on their shoulders and donkeys
are still pulling old carts, just as things had
been for centuries.
Juxtaposing history with iction, Liu’s latest novel he Messenger creates a unique and
magical world set on the land of ancient
Xinjiang in the 11th century, where humans,
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livestock and ghosts coexist.
he story revolves around a decade-long
religious war between two countries, Pisha
and Heile. Communication between the two
countries had been completely cut of, and a
new occupation – messengers – has secretly
developed between the two peoples. he
protagonist, Ku, is a famous translator from
Pisha who can speak a dozen languages. Ku
is given a mission to escort a female donkey
named Xie across the battleield from Pisha
to Heile. A secret message has been stitched
on the skin of the donkey. In a land where
reality and magic meet, donkeys are a special
species that not only understand the language of the ghosts but also tell the shape and
colour of diferent sounds.
On their way to Heile, Ku and Xie witness
a series of strange things on the battleield – a
Pisha general sews the head of a Heile soldier
into his own belly and quarrels with it every
day; a child who was put into the body of a
goat grows up into a goat-man. Along their
journey, the donkey Xie tries to communicate with Ku, but, as a human being, Ku
cannot understand her language. After they
arrive at their destination, Xie is skinned to
death and the message delivered. After her
death, Xie’s spirit possesses Ku, opening Ku’s
ears to the language of donkeys – and everything in the universe.
“Over the past few years I read a large
number of history books. I am particularly
interested in the transition of people’s minds,
trying to get to know how a group of people
perceived faith, happiness, life and death,”
Liu told ChinaReport.
He Ping, literary critic and professor
at Nanjing Normal University’s Chinese
department, describes he Messenger as “a
book of sounds.” here is an enormous
amount of writing about sound and language in he Messenger. From He’s perspective, sound or language in this novel carry
the secrets of nature, heaven and earth. It
bears the messages of ultimate wisdom and
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truth of life and nature, waiting for people to
discover. “he writer himself is the messenger,” He said.
Liu has been obsessed with sound since
childhood, and has made full use of his acute
sense of hearing in his past writings. “he
clamor of the city drowns out people’s sense
of hearing. In the country, one can hear cocks
crowing, ants crawling, a dragonly’s wings
beating, motes of dust colliding in the air...
People know how to hear big sounds but not
small ones. It’s really the small sounds that are
loud enough to shock: the sound of all creation growing, seeds sprouting, ears forming
on the corn, the ripe fruit falling, this myriad
of sounds,” Liu said in an interview with literary magazine Pathlight.

Rediscover the Countryside
With the arrival of the market economy and urbanisation, many writers have
expressed concerns about the disappearance
of rural culture. But Liu has engaged these
issues in a much more profound and practical way.
In 2013, at 50, Liu moved to Caizigou,
an old and quiet village east of the Tianshan
Mountains, 280 kilometres from Urumqi.
More than 400 households once inhabited
the village. Now only 100 still live there.

Most of the residents are elderly. Liu’s aim was
to transform the old village into a vibrant art
commune. he writer describes his attempts
as “letting a withered tree bloom again.”
Liu created the Mulei Academy, a
13.3-hectare cultural centre built on the site
of a dilapidated middle school. Equipped
with a library, gallery, classrooms, art studios,
accommodations, beautiful yards, orchards
and vegetable ields, the academy provides a
pastoral environment, inviting writers, artists
and tourists to engage in literary and artistic
creation.
In addition, dozens of empty yards and old
houses were repurposed into art studios that
attracted a number of artists from all corners
of the country.
He also founded the Silk Road Mulei
Caizigou Village Literary and Artistic Award
to recognise writers and artists who have
made outstanding contributions to rural
literature, art and music.
Liu sees his return to the village as a
spiritual homecoming. “he countryside,
which used to house the spirits of our ancestors,
still shelters my heart and soul,” Liu told the
reporter.
Liu believes that Chinese people have yet to
reach a point where modern culture has completely replaced rural culture. Even though
the countryside is in decline after generations
of peasants heading to the cities, people still
take rural culture with them wherever they
go. “Chinese people have traditional culture
in their DNA. hey’re born in it, grow old in
it, get sick and die in it,” he said.
For centuries, the countryside has served
as a kind of cultural concept, a kind of hidden utopia created by the collective efect of
works like the Book of Odes, the lyric poems
of the Tang and Song Dynasties, and traditional ink-and-wash landscape paintings. “As
long as a person has the countryside intact in
their heart, whenever they go they’ll be able
to ind a place to settle their body and their
soul,” Liu added.
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Literature

Words on the street
Di An, a leading igure among China’s authors born in the 1980s, talks with
ChinaReport about her career and award-winning novel, Jingheng Street
By Gu Xing

P

eople with an interest in contemporary Chinese literature
have likely heard of the Post-80s writers – those who grew up
under the one-child policy and focus on subjects concerning
youth. Han Han and Guo Jingming, two of China’s most popular
and successful writers, are often hailed as leading representatives of
the Post-80s authors. But Guo has publicly referred that distinction
to Di An.
Born in Taiyuan, Shanxi Province, 35-year-old Di An (given name
Li Di’an) is the daughter of two established writers, Li Rui and Jiang
Yun. With sought-after novels and literary awards under her belt, Di
An has already surpassed her parents in terms of market inluence.
In December, Di An was named the youngest recipient of one
of China’s most prestigious literary awards, the People’s Literature
Award, for her latest novel Jingheng Street, a story about startups and
urban romance.
he award committee said Jingheng Street “integrates business startups, commercial wars, oice politics and romance. It delineates urban
life with accuracy, empathy and humanity, relecting the era, social
transformation and changes in people’s relationships.”

Here and Now
he idea for Jingheng Street occurred to Di An in 2015. She was
driving on a highway at night and happened to hear a song from her
school days. “he song is about a lonely man drinking in a bar, and
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the lyrics go, ‘Let me toast this soundless moment. he bar is closing
and I’ve gotta go.’ he song instantly hit me and rekindled many indescribable scenes of love in my mind. I realised I hadn’t written a love
story for a long time,” she told ChinaReport.
Di An was further inspired by a feature she read in 2016
about the diiculties of internet entrepreneurs and investors. “I
especially remember a story about a young entrepreneur whose app was
going to be drowned out of the market. But he refused to give up. To
expand his user base, the man ofered anyone who downloaded his
app one yuan (US$0.15) as a reward, but the money actually was
coming from his wife’s personal account. I felt something in this true
story deserved to be written about,” she said.
Jingheng Street is set in Beijing between 2013 and 2015, a time
when a large number of mobile app developers entered the market.
It revolves around the story of Guan Jingheng, an unknown singer
struggling to prove himself with a startup. He develops an app called
Fendie, which soon attracts the attention of a leading investment
irm. Guan later starts a romantic relationship with Guo Lingjing,
who works for the investment company. He uses their relationship to
help his business, but he eventually loses both.
Di An’s previous novel, Lingyang From the South, published in 2014,
tells the story of a young widow in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).
Sixteen-year-old Lingyang, a merchant’s daughter from Huizhou,
married the son of a wealthy family, Tangjian, who unexpectedly dies
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one year after they are married. he family eventually forces Lingyang
into servitude for the rest of her life.
Di An said she wanted to undertake an easier project after Lingyang
From the South, but writing a story set in the present proved even
more of a challenge. “Every one of us is living in the present. Since we
are sharing the same time, anything I write will be judged by readers
on whether it is reasonable or possible,” she told ChinaReport.
“Every chapter was diicult… I often felt something was wrong
and would stop for a while before resuming.”
In recent years, Di An has done extensive research on the mobile
internet industry. During the process, she became acquainted with
young entrepreneurs, investment bankers and business reporters. She
collected many stories of desire, ambition, success and failure.
“Lots of people are so eager to prove that they are not ‘ordinary.’
he process always somehow turns out to be a bitter story,” Di An
told our reporter.
She particularly likes to write about characters who are driven by
ambition and desire and struggle to change their fates. In her latest
book, Guan Jingheng squeezes out his startup partners, takes total
control of the company, burns through cash to seize the market and
uses his wife in a last-ditch efort to save the company.
“I’d like to push characters into extreme situations and intense
conlicts, and see what they are capable of when driven by desire, what
they are willing to sacriice and what they won’t,” she said.
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Writing as an Outlet
Di An did not plan to follow in her parents’ footsteps. She wrote
poetry and short stories in high school, but for a long time her father
did not believe she was talented enough to be a writer.
When Di An was 16, her father rejected a publisher’s request to put
out a collection of her poems. “I was confused at the time, but now I
totally understand my father. It was my parents’ way of protecting me,
a hint that I could do anything I wanted,” she said.
After majoring in history for a year at Shanxi University, Di An
went to France in 2003 and spent seven years in Paris studying
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sociology. She admits that if she had not studied overseas and felt the
“wasteland-like loneliness,” she perhaps would never have embarked
on a career in writing. “Loneliness stimulated my desire to express
myself and writing gave me an outlet,” she said.
In 2002, she published her debut novella, he Sisters’ Jungle, in literary magazine Harvest. More of her works appeared in Harvest, People’s
Literature and other literary magazines. In 2005, she published her
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irst novel, Farewell to Heaven. Her short story Yuanji won a China
Novel Biennale prize in 2008.
Her third novel, Memory in the City of Dragon, sold over one million copies, making her a best-selling author and earned her an award
for Most Promising Newcomer at the Chinese Literature Media
Awards in 2009.
She went on to write two more installments in the Memory in the
City of Dragon series. he success of the trilogy, which altogether sold
more than two million copies, made her the country’s youngest topearning female writer, putting her on the Chinese Writers’ Rich List
in 2010 and 2011.
he Memory in the City of Dragon trilogy centres on the coming of
age of four cousins in the Zheng family, a large family in a ictional
small town in Northwest China. It touches on the complexities of
single motherhood, death, prison and China’s media system.
Di An used to dislike being called the “daughter of writer Li Rui”
when she was younger. Now it’s the other way around: her father is
often introduced as “the father of the young writer Di An,” which he
is pleased about.
Di An admits her parents had a strong inluence on her writing.
“We had lots of books at home. I’ve liked reading, listening and telling stories since I was very young, and this almost inherent obsession
with storytelling is the principle driving force behind my writing,”
she said.

On to Maturity
Di An is seen as belonging to the Post-80s writers – a group whose
members include Guo Jingming, Han Han, Zhang Yueran, An Yiru,
Yan Ge and Qi Jinnian. Many of these writers, born and raised during China’s post-economic reform period, were irst recognised in the
New Concept Writing Competition, an annual event initiated by
Shanghai-based Mengya magazine in 1998.
All have since become pop icons. hey write of a new Chinese
youth culture, one that’s lamboyant, rebellious, tech savvy, fashion and celebrity conscious. he majority of their novels explore
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adolescent issues and the lives of urban youth characterised by consumerism, individualism, hedonism and the pursuit of a cosmopolitan identity. As a result, critics have labelled their work as “immature,”
“melancholic,” “decadent” and “narcissistic.”
he rise of the consumer market for literature is something that sets
them apart from previous generations of writers. he rise of Post-80s
writers was driven by both print and the internet. Many have marketing savvy and enjoy a wide fan base. Guo Jingming, for example, is
one of the wealthiest and most popular writers in China, as well as
a successful businessman who owns a media company in Shanghai.
Among the Post-80s writers, Di An’s work is generally deemed
closest to serious literature. Guo Jingming says “What’s outstanding
about Di An is that she not only achieved market success but also
won literary accolades.” Heng Heng, Di An’s former editor and vice
president of Shanghai Zui Culture Development Co, describes her as
“the bridge that connects young adult iction and serious literature.”
Di An believes at the heart of the Post-80s writers’ work is an emphasis on individual over collective experiences.
While her writing also follows suit, Di An said she always remembers to relect on how much of it was shaped by the values of the
previous generation.
Even if her latest work Jingheng Street is set in modern society, she
told ChinaReport that she would consciously avoid trying to deine
the era and instead focus her lens on individual fates.
Di An and her literary peers are no longer a bunch of young
upstarts. No longer writing about their youth or school years, their
works have grown and matured in subject and scope.
Di An is the mother of a four-year-old daughter, which she said has
tremendously impacted her life and writing style. Many readers say
Di An’s new book is much softer in tone than her previous works, a
change she attributes to motherhood.
“Perhaps reality has worn down my edges and made me softer.
When you become a mother, you always have a soft spot for the one
you love and begin to have fears. You unconsciously fear whether she
will encounter any kind of harm,” she said.
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The government has
built many villages for
relocation to improve
Tibetan living standard

ADVERTORIAL

Poverty Alleviation

herders embrace new Way of life
Villagers enabled to lift themselves from poverty in Ngawa Prefecture

S

itting in his new Tibetan-style house,
Semai, a herdsman from Xixi village,
Ngawa Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture, Southwest China’s Sichuan
Province, simply can’t hide his excitement.
“Life is good for us since we moved down
here,” he said. “I go to the township on a motorbike. he cement roads have streetlights,
so I don’t even have to worry when I go out
at night.”
Semai and his fellow villagers used to live
in an area known for its high altitude, unpleasant climate, inadequate infrastructure,
and above all, poverty. “Our old house was
not so much a house. It was just a simple
mud dwelling and was 15 kilometres away
from the township government. here were
no roads. We totally relied on horses and yaks
to travel and transport things. A return trip
would take two days.”
Back then, the village’s 114 families were
scattered about the mountain valleys. he
scarce distribution, coupled with a lack of
signal coverage, made daily life diicult.
“When people, especially senior citizens, go
for medical treatment, villagers had to carry
them out of the village on their backs,” said
Suoguo, the village’s party branch secretary.
hese grassroots oicials had a very diicult job: Whenever they planned to hold a
village meeting, they had to go door-to-door
days in advance and notify families scattered
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Shalai dusts the new home

across the mountainous area. “We could only
visit the herdsmen on horseback or on foot.
Sometimes we’d show up to ind no one at
home and have to come back again!”
In early 2016, Xixi village relocated its villagers. he Rangtang county government
spent nearly 20 million yuan (US$2.98m)
on the programme moving the villagers to
Daqinggou, a plains area with easy access to
transport. Ninety-nine Tibetan-style houses
were completed a year later, along with other
amenities including a nursery school, roads,
running water, power and 4G. “Now we
have moved into beautiful new houses, with
everything in place,” Semai said, describing it
as a “one-step” move.
Shalai, a herdswoman who used to struggle
in poverty, has deeply felt the change. “As we
used to move between summer and winter
ranches, it was diicult to store yak butter

and whey, I could only sell them cheaply.
Now there are roads connecting us directly
to the ranches, we can bring butter back and
store it in the fridge. he elderly and children
no longer need to move with us across the
mountains.
Following the relocation of the village, the
government has also built a 2.5-metre-wide
herding road, which leads to the summer
and winter ranches, and sheds for livestock.
“People have homes, and so do the yaks,” said
Shalai. he herdswoman and her husband
work at the ranch in the summer while their
child studies at a township central school.
he family reunites on the weekend.
he village has also set up a yak ranch and
is using a more scientiic approach to livestock farming. heir eforts help extend the
life span of the yaks, and as a result, the livelihood of the villagers, too: Average annual
incomes of poverty-stricken families grew by
400 yuan (US$60).
Some impoverished villagers have found
another source of income. With 90 percent
of its area covered in forest, the village hired
33 poor herdsmen to work as forest rangers,
a policy launched by the county government
aiming to protect the local ecology while providing extra income to poor households. Shalai is one of them: “I make the rounds every
two days, and I’m paid 550 yuan (US$82)
for it.”
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HUNAN – the Emerging
POWERHOUSE in Central China

H

unan, the Chinese province
south of Lake Dongting, is
becoming one of the growth
engines in China in recent years. Investors, political igures as well as
tourists have frequented the south
central province for its unrivalled natural beauty and rich cultural heritage,
and for its huge potential to be tapped
to lead or leapfrog the technological
development and smart manufacturing, and to set a present-day example
of the phoenix from the ashes.

In an effort to improve living
standards for the local population, to

contribute towards the building of a
modern, open and prosperous country, and to forge collaborative and innovative links with the outside world,
the government of Hunan Province
has both welcomed in enterprises
and investments from many parts
of the world, including the United
Kingdom, but has also been reaching
out to promote our unique assets and
advantages, to spread Hunan voices
and share the desire to build a province of innovation.

Hunan in Numbers
Size

Grain
farmland

2

211,800km
slightly
smaller than the British Isles

4.862m hectares

Population

68.6m
about 2m more than
the UK

Import

£11.87bn up 21.2%

GDP (2018)

£410bn
up 7.8 %,
(national average 6.6%)

Export

£22.85bn up 26.5%

50%
of GDP (mostly tourism
and the creative)

Forest
cover

60%

Service
industries

A
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A Tale of
TWO Shires
Hunan Lincolnshire sister-ship, model of China UK
regional cooperation

The audience
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H

unan and her sister “province”
Lincolnshire form a natural
pair, and their sister-ship serves
as a model of China-UK regional cooperation.
Apart from their mid-country location,
both have a rich history, culture, and natural sceneries. Both have produced famous
leaders; Hunan is home to the founder of
the People’s Republic, Chairman Mao Zedong, while Lincolnshire produced Mrs
Margaret hatcher, the UK’s irst female
Prime Minister.
Most important of all, both share
a drive to build up the local economy
through realising the potential of
local citizens and cooperating with
others.

Mutual Display Windows
here is a strong complementarity between Hunan and Lincolnshire and the
wider areas under the Midlands Engine
Strategy.
Deputy Governor of Hunan province
Cai Zhenghong initiated the journey of
friendship when he visited Lincolnshire
in 2015. Formal agreement on sisterly
relations was signed on 11 October 2018
between the two parties, to promote trade
and commerce as well as in-depth exchanges in science and technology, culture,
sports, healthcare and education, among
others.
During China’s irst International Import Expo in Shanghai November 2018,
Governor Xu Dazhe held talks with Dr

Liam Fox. hrough the organising work
by UK’s Department of International
Trade, more than 200 companies from
Hunan held exploratory talks to pair
up with British irms from Lincolnshire
and the Midlands Engine members, followed by a Hunan-UK Purchasing Conference.
It is hoped that Hunan will serve as a
window for Lincolnshire to display its
talents and technologies, and a conduit
for Chinese investment to ind partners
in the area. Lincolnshire will likewise be a
window for Hunan to display its capabilities in investment and a guide for other
UK companies and regions to tap the
huge potential in Hunan and other parts
of China.

C

Royal Visit
he sisterly ties between Hunan and
Lincolnshire was given great impetus and
blessing by Her Royal Highness Princess
Anne when she visited Hunan in the summer of 2017.
Her royal highness visited Hunan’s capital
city Changsha and unveiled the Meixi Lake
Centre for International Culture and Arts,
designed by the British architect Zaha Hadid. She also witnessed the signing ceremony
by WWF and Hunan Forestry Bureau for
the re-introduction of Père David’s deer.
She visited Hunan University and its
joint social innovation programme with
Queen Mary College London and interacted with locals in Changsha. She was ever
so popular wherever she went in Hunan.
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Hunan-UK
Innovating the FUTURE
T

he ties between Hunan and Lincolnshire is expanding to other
parts of the United Kingdom. his
is further evidence for regional cooperation
as a solid base from which to spread far
and wide. he Chinese central province is
looking to raise the relationship to a higher
level as both China and UK are enjoying a
golden era of bilateral ties.
Governor Xu Dazhe has led a delegation to visit the UK towards the end of
March 2019. he agenda includes an audience with the Princess Royal, meeting
with Dr Liam Fox, Secretary of State for
the Department of International Trade,
the opening of the Hunan-UK Future
Innovation Summit, and of course a visit
to Lincolnshire and the home of Red Arrow planes.
he Innovation Summit is well attended. Among the dignitaries are the
Chinese Ambassador Liu Xiaoming, DIT
Minister Baroness Rona Fairhead, Chairman of the China Britain Business Council Lord Sassoon, Chairman of the 48

Group Club Stephen Perry, and Chairman of CCCUK and Bank of China UK
Fang Wenjian.

Embracing the Midlands
Engine Strategy
As relationship develops with a wider
network in the UK, Hunan stands ready
to upgrade her own industries in areas
such as smart manufacturing, healthcare
and environmental protection, and further open up her economy as part of the
national strategy to take full advantage of
her central position and transport links as
well as her industrial base and development zone facilities.

Further
INFORMATION
Hunan provincial government:
www.enghunan.gov.cn

Tel. +44 20 7433 2588
email. info@cultureandcreativity.com
Web. www.cultureandcreativity.com
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To that end, the Hunan delegation is
scheduled to sign the Memorandum of
Cooperation between Hunan and the
Midlands Engine entities. his will enable cooperation in key sectors of each
other’s economy. Before long, a Visit Lincoln oice will be set up in Changsha,
the capital city of Hunan province.
Of the various deals inked and to
be inked, particular mention should
be made of the continuous investment
from CRRC Times Electric to the British IGBT semi-conductor maker Dynex
since 2008, by far the biggest investor
from Hunan into the UK, creating more
than 300 jobs.

ECONOMY

Huawei

Building trust in europe
New cyber security centre aims to allay fears over use of Huawei equipment in 5G networks
By Shirong Chen

B

y opening a second security centre
in Brussels, Huawei hopes to allay
suspicion and concerns about cyber
security in using their network equipment.
Huawei, the besieged telecom equipment
manufacturer from Shenzhen, South China’s
Guangdong Province, is moving from the defensive to the ofensive.
he US government has banned the use
of its equipment in American 5G telecom
networks and is pressurising its allies to do
the same over alleged security concerns. Australia and New Zealand have followed suit.
But in the UK, following reports from the
government-sponsored security centre claiming manageability of any security risks, senior
executives from UK operators Vodafone and
hree have voiced their support in allowing
Huawei equipment in their 5G networks.
Now the leading information and communication technology giant has opened a
new Cyber Security Transparency Centre in
Brussels to further quell disquiet about the
potential risks of using the Chinese provider.
he opening was well attended by regulators, telecom carriers, enterprises and media.
Representatives from the European Union,
the GSMA, a trade body representing mobile
network providers, and the World Economic
Forum spoke at the opening ceremony.
he centre will provide a test and veriication facility in cyber security involving Huawei equipment, while showcasing the company’s expertise and practices, from strategies
and supply chain to R&D and products and
solutions. Most importantly, Huawei hopes
to build trust in cyber security from European regulators and carriers in their drive for
the next generation of telecom infrastructure
for an interconnected and smart world. his
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will allow visitors to experience cyber security
with Huawei’s products and solutions in areas including 5G, the Internet of hings and
cloud computing.
Opening the ceremony, Ken Hu, Huawei’s deputy chairman said, “Trust needs to
be based on facts, facts must be veriiable,
and veriication must be based on common
standards. We believe that this is an efective
model to build trust for the digital era.”
New developments in cloud computing,
artiicial intelligence, and Software-Deined
Everything (grouping all software services
together for service users) are posing unprecedented challenges to the cyber security of
ICT infrastructure. he lack of consensus on
cyber security, technical standards, veriication systems and legislative support further
exacerbates these challenges. Safeguarding
cyber security is considered to be a responsibility held by all industry players and society
as a whole. Growing security risks are signiicant threats to the future digital society.
To address these challenges, Huawei’s new
Cyber Security Transparency Centre aims to
ofer government agencies, technical experts,
industry associations and standards organisations a platform, where they can communicate and collaborate to balance out security
and development in the digital era.
Huawei has been at pains to stress the company complies with local laws and regulation,
in Europe or anywhere else in the world.
he centre will facilitate communication between Huawei and key stakeholders
on cyber security strategies and and privacy
protection practices. Huawei will work with
industry partners to explore and promote the
development of security standards and veriication mechanisms. Hu said, “We fully un-

Ken Hu, Huawei’s Deputy Chairman, delivers
his address at the opening ceremony of Huawei’s
new Cyber Security Centre, Brussels, March 5,
2019

derstand cyber security concerns that people
have in this digital world. I believe that good
solutions to solve the issue start from mutual
understanding, which is the purpose we set
up the transparency centre here today. We
welcome all regulators, standards organisations and customers to fully use this platform
to collaborate more closely on security standards, veriication mechanisms, and security
technology innovation. Together, we can improve security across the entire value chain
and help build trust through veriication.”
“A prosperous Digital Europe requires an
open and future-oriented cyber security environment. Europe has released the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which
is an open, transparent, and globally leading data and privacy protection standard.
We believe that European regulators are on
track to lead the international community in
terms of cyber security standards and regulatory mechanisms. We commit to working
more closely with all stakeholders in Europe,
including regulators, carriers and standards
organisations to build a system of trust.” 
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Finance

A cApitAl ideA
Beijing aims to become
the country’s inancial
management hub to improve
regulation and better serve
the inancial industry. But
what is that going to take?
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By Zhao Yiwei and Wang Yu
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or decades, Beijing has vied with
Shanghai for the status of China’s inancial centre. heir rivalry ramped
up recently after Beijing released an ambitious plan to become the country’s inancial
centre and inancial management hub.
In late October 2018, the city unveiled
its Financial Technology Development Plan
2018-2022 (FTDP), which aims not only to
attract international irms and talent but also
to create inancial innovation clusters.
“As the inancial hub for China’s regulatory authorities, Beijing is already the nation’s
de facto inancial management centre,” said
Zhao Weijiu, research institute director at the
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Financial Work,
which authored the plan with the Beijing
Municipal Science & Technology Commission. “Beijing will keep merging this role and
position.”
Zhao said Beijing aims to create a
better inancial environment for the integrated
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, while playing a bigger role as a regulator and service
provider in the national inancial system.

By the end of 2016, institutions based on Financial Street in Beijing owned nearly half
of the country’s inancial assets

Financial Ambition
he FTDP seeks to create ive to 10 internationally renowned enterprises, three to
ive innovation clusters, and launch 10 to 15
projects by the end of 2022. Over the years,
Beijing has positioned itself as the centre of
politics, culture, international trade and scitech innovation. Development of the intech
sector is a crucial step in building up the capital as a sci-tech centre.
According to the plan, Beijing will create
intech innovation zones in Xicheng and
Haidian districts, a banking and insurance
tech cluster in Shijingshan District, a inancial security industry cluster in Fangshan
District, and a wealth management industry
cluster in Tongzhou District.
During the 2018 Annual Conference
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of the Financial Street Forum in late May
2018 held in Beijing, Mayor Chen Jining
announced that inance had become the city’s
pillar industry, accounting for 17 percent of
its economic growth in 2017.
According to the development plan, the
capital’s inancial sector will be at the forefront of China’s eforts to attract worldleading inancial talent. A national inancial
management centre will be based on Xicheng
District’s Financial Street, a centre for big
data and cloud computing companies.
Today, Financial Street is home to China’s
central bank and major inancial and insurance regulators, as well as over 1,800 inancial
institutions and headquarters of State-owned
enterprises with assets totalling 99.5 trillion

yuan (US$15t), accounting for nearly 40
percent of the country’s inancial assets.
According to the Xinhua International
Financial Centre Development Index
Report 2017, Beijing ranked 10th on
the global inancial centre list after Hong
Kong and Shanghai. he Global Tech Hubs
Report released by New York-based research
irm CB Insights in 2018 noted that Beijing
and Shanghai were among the world’s top 25
tech hubs.
Over the past six years, sci-tech companies in Beijing registered a total inancing of
US$72 billion, ranking second worldwide
(and over three times that of Shanghai).
According to data from CB Insights, at least
29 unicorn companies sprang up in Beijing
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Many banks and insurance companies have their headquarters on Financial Street, Beijing’s Xicheng District

during that period, including smartphone
maker Xiaomi, car hailing service Didi Chuxing, and group-buying website Meituan,
placing the city second worldwide according
to volume.
“Our research shows that Beijing has the
highest market value of listed inancial institutions, securities and insurance companies worldwide,” Ben Shenglin, director of
the Academy of Internet Finance, Zhejiang
University told ChinaReport. Ben added that
Beijing is home to a large number of overseas
institutions and transnational enterprises, including the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank and Silk Road Fund, which attests to
Beijing’s unique advantage as the national inancial management centre.
“In the future, Zhongguancun, a technology hub in Haidian, and Financial Street in
Xicheng will further integrate resources. he
intech industry will be the unique bond
to connect the two sectors,” Wang Aijun,
director of the Zhongguancun Xichengyuan
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Management Committee, told our reporter.
“In terms of inancial innovation, Beijing
still needs to work hard to cut administrative
intervention and give full play to entrepreneurs and the market while unveiling more
measures to open the inancial sector,” Xiang
Songzuo, deputy director of the International
Monetary Institute at the Renmin University
of China told ChinaReport. “Beijing has
great intech infrastructure with great potential if stimulated.”

New Roles
Shanghai has taken the spotlight for years
in China’s inancial industry thanks to its
bulk of inancial enterprise clusters, placing
it in a unique position among international
inancial centres. Hong Kong’s inancial
industry is largely based on the HSBC
Group, Bank of China Group and foreign
banks, making it one of the world’s leading
banking centres.
Ba Shusong, chief China economist of

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, argued that Shanghai and Hong Kong
have diferent development orientations and
strengths. “Hong Kong as a global inancial
centre mainly features international competition,” he told ChinaReport. “Shanghai features cooperation which has advantages to
meet domestic demand and a focus on servicing the real economy.”
Shanghai and Hong Kong also have
geographic advantages: Both are in coastal
areas where foreign inancial trade has lourished. However, sci-tech resources turned out
to be the pillar of Beijing’s inancial sector.
“China’s inancial centres of Shanghai, Hong
Kong and Beijing have to coordinate their
development and avoid vicious competition
for inancial resources,” Zhao Weijiu told
the reporter. Zhao argued that Beijing has
its own unique advantages, such as Financial
Street and leading Chinese universities in
nearby Haidian District.
Ben believes that intech is important
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bynumbers
to the development of Beijing’s inancial
industry. “Nowadays, both Shanghai and
Hong Kong are focusing more attention
on traditional inancial industries compared with Beijing,” he said.
Ben argued that in recent years there
has been a growing demand for inancial
regulation and services as China increasingly opens the industry to the outside
world. However, China’s regulatory capabilities are not up to the task, and urgently
need strengthening if Beijing is to fulil its
ambition to become the country’s inancial
management centre.
On October 22, 2018, BMBFW issued
a directive to boost intech innovation and
improve coordinated mechanisms in inancial regulation while establishing channels of international cooperation and communication.
“A secure inancial system is the foundation of a steady economy while a secure
capital is the precondition for a secure
country,” Mayor Chen Jining said during
the Annual Conference of Financial Street
Forum in late May 2018.
According to the FTDP 2018-2022,
Beijing will actively introduce new technologies to prevent inancial risks before
establishing the national modern inancial
regulatory system.
“he national inancial management
centre in Beijing is dedicated to balancing inancial resources and improving
the inancial system in China,” Zhao
Weijiu told ChinaReport. He pointed out
that China’s inancial centre [Shanghai]
and inancial management hub are far
from each other, while in many countries
they are in a single city.
Nevertheless, Zhao said China’s history
of inancial development is complicated
and China is unlikely to succeed if it copies
the development of other countries.
“Beijing will become the inancial management centre after borrowing experience
from other countries and integrating it
with China’s own circumstances,” Zhao
said. “China will ind its own path to
develop its inancial industry.”
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

us$16,013/person
Labour productivity of
China in 2018, the value
each employed person
contributes to the country’s
GDP, an increase of 6.6
percent on 2017
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18.1%
Year-on-year decline of fiscal revenue from personal
income tax in January and February 2019, down to
US$34.7 billion
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consumption per 10,000 yuan
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Source: Ministry of Finance of China
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The Wandering Earth

race for a space Blockbuster
Will China’s hit sci-i movie The Wandering Earth be a giant leap – or just a small step for the country’s
cinema?
By Li Hang

F

or decades, Chinese cinema has seen
a number of successful period action and drama ilms produced by
directors such as Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige
and Feng Xiaogang. Chinese ilmmakers are
so keen on exploring the country’s distant
past that they seldom turn their attention to
the future, so the success of the recent sci-i
blockbuster, he Wandering Earth, makes it
an impressive anomaly.
Directed by relative newcomer, 38-yearold Guo Fan, he Wandering Earth is adapted
from the 2000 novella by hree-Body Problem author Liu Cixin. With a cast led by
Chinese superstar Wu Jing, who also starred
in the smash hit patriotic Wolf Warrior ilms,
the movie follows a global efort to move the
Earth away from the dying sun, which in its
death throes, will expand and subsume the
planet, destroying humanity along with it.
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Scoring a premium release on February 5,
the irst day of China’s Spring Festival holiday and equivalent to the July 4 slot in the
US, the ilm has grossed over $655 million
worldwide, including $650 million in China.
It is China’s second highest-grossing ilm of
all time. Some analysts believe it might even
surpass 2017’s Wolf Warrior 2 ($854 million)
to grab the top spot.
With spectacular visuals, impressive
imagination and an engaging plotline, the
landmark epic has opened a new chapter
for China’s sci-i ilm industry, and analysts
are expecting a slew of sci-i epics to hit the
movie theatres before too long.

Save the Planet
he implausible plot involves a united
efort to move Earth away from the dying
sun. In the near future, humans huddle in

subterranean cities away from the frozen surface. To save the planet, governments rally
together to found the United Earth Government and initiate a 2,500-year project called
“he Wandering Earth.” his involves building 10,000 giant engines to propel the planet
out of the solar system to cross interstellar
space to another galaxy 4.2 light years away.
he idea is to use Jupiter’s gravitational pull
to slingshot Earth towards their destination.
In fact, the ilm only uses a 200-word
passage from Liu’s original work as inspiration for the plot. he novella’s manifestation of the dark side of human nature, the
complexity of human relationships under
extreme conditions and the critical depiction
of power and politics have all been excised
from the ilm, in favour of the more crowdpleasing action-heavy blockbuster.
Wu Jing plays Liu Peiqiang, a widowed
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

astronaut who is sent to an international
space station as one of Earth’s pathinders. He
leaves behind his four-year-old son Liu Qi
and father-in-law Han Zi’ang (Ng Man-tat).
he characters go through the same personal
dramas many disaster movie aicionados will
recognise – absent fathers, deaths of parents –
as inevitably, the mission goes wrong and the
Earth is caught in Jupiter’s gravitational ield.
Who can step up and save the planet?
Guo Fan points out that China did not go
through the same industrialisation process as
Western countries, therefore Chinese people
are not inherently intimate with robots and
technology as tropes of sci-i epics. Establishing a good connection between sci-i and
Chinese culture was a major challenge for
the production team, he told movie website
China Film Insider.
In the ilm, Han Zi’ang, father of the
main protagonist, is the character who best
represents the characteristics of contemporary Chinese people. hough Han is an
elderly person in the story, he was born in
1999, which means that he is the one who
connects the ilm’s ictional world with
contemporary reality.
Han manages a nice mix of comedy and
pathos. He remains optimistic when facing
the deadly crisis. His positive thinking is in
part due to the fact that he comes from an
age of material prosperity. For him, the early
21st century – the time in which he was born
and grew up – is the best time of all, since it
was much richer than the bleak future world
they live in.
“In this ilm there’s no Hollywood savethe-world individual hero. hey are all just
regular people, and their acts are driven by
personal interests. But when it comes to a
life-and-death moment, something simple
and heroic that lies dormant inside Chinese
might be ignited – that’s the inner strength
inside every one of us and once it is triggered,
we might choose to sacriice ourselves and
save the world,” the ilm’s screenwriter Yan
Dongxu told ChinaReport.
he Wandering Earth’s story focuses on the
bittersweet relationship between Liu Peiqiang
and his estranged son Liu Qi (Qu Chuxiao),
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set 17 years after the older Liu jets of to the
space station. Its delineation of family relations, one that intrinsically has Chinese characteristics, makes the cold and distant future
world more accessible to Chinese audiences.
In the movie, Liu Qi’s rebellion is deeply
rooted in his grudge against his father, who
he feels abandoned him when he was left behind on Earth.
Lead actor Wu Jing, who plays the father,
has a four-year-old son, but having starred,
as well as helmed, a succession of action
blockbuster hits, he has been extremely busy
for years, especially when he was promoting
his last directorial work, Wolf Warrior 2. His
relationship with his son grew distant, which
made him strongly relate to his character.
“I feel extremely guilty for not having
spent enough time with my child. he Wandering Earth has a beautiful storyline about a
father-son relationship. It always moves me
to tears when I see how the father makes great
sacriices for his son,” Wu told ChinaReport.
Similarly, the director also feels connected with the troubled relationship between father and son. “When I was young, I
always regarded my father as an enemy. But I
understood him more after I became a father
as well. My dad passed away several years ago,
and personally I see this movie as my message
to him,” Guo told ChinaReport.
From the perspective of Guo, the main
plot of the movie – to move the Earth rather
than move humans away from it – follows
a quintessential Chinese mindset: the attachment to homeland and ground.
“Chinese people are not used to stargazing or exploring the seas. We prefer looking
down at the earth under our feet. We long
for a peaceful, down-to-earth life, and this
is deeply rooted in the country’s agricultural culture through the ages,” Guo told
ChinaReport.
“When the Earth experiences this kind
of crisis in Hollywood ilms, the hero always ventures out into space to ind a new
home, which is a very American approach –
adventure, individualism. But that’s not the
logic of Chinese. Buying a home in Beijing
is so expensive and we haven’t paid of our

mortgages yet – if we are about to run away,
at least we must take our home with us. his
comes from Chinese cultural values – homeland, history and continuity,” Guo said.

First Steps
As a boy, Guo had always dreamt of becoming a sci-i director ever since he saw
James Cameron’s Terminator 2 (1991). He
spent years studying the genre and waiting
for an opening.
Not having studied ilmmaking, as a young
director, Guo’s irst success was a co-directing
credit on the fantasy romance Lee’s Adventure
(2011), a cinematic adaptation of a 20-minute cult animation. He rose to fame with his
second feature, a low-budget coming-of-age
drama ilm called My Old Classmate (2014).
he teen comedy was a big commercial success, raking in $67.9 million at the box oice
with a cost of only $2.78 million. As a result of this success, Guo received ofers – but
all were similar coming-of-age stories. Every
time he told producers and friends about his
dream of making a domestic sci-i blockbuster, he was turned down as they believed the
idea was pie in the sky.
In late 2014, Guo joined a short directing
programme at Paramount Pictures with other
Chinese directors. A chat with an American
ilmmaker stuck in his mind. “Do you watch
Chinese movies sometimes?” Guo asked, but
he was swiftly told “No. You know we don’t
watch any subtitled movies.”
Undeterred, Guo’s desire to make a sci-i
picture was stronger than ever. When the
following year he irst heard about he Wandering Earth project, he decided to fully immerse himself in the movie’s world for six
months.
Despite his thorough preparation, Guo’s
name was not included in list of potential
directors for new projects released by the
China Film Group Corporation (CFGC)
during a press conference the company held
at the end of 2015.
CFGC was particularly cautious about
launching a big-budget sci-i project. As
a warm-up to he Wandering Earth, the
company produced two high-budget ilms
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A still photo of the making of The Wandering Earth

with impressive visuals: Wolf Totem (2015),
directed by renowned French director Jean
Jacques Annaud, and he Great Wall (2016),
a period action-fantasy movie starring Matt
Damon and helmed by Zhang Yimou, which
although it doubled its budget at the box ofice, did not open to great critical acclaim.
Wolf Totem received a number of awards on
the Asian ilm festival circuit, and gained
plaudits for its impressive visuals. he studio
then made its irst attempt at the sci-i genre
by producing low-budget movie he Secret of
Immortal Code (2018), but it failed both at
the box oice and in critical reception.
At irst, CFGC tapped leading international sci-i ilmmakers such as James Cameron, Alfonso Cuarón, Steven Spielberg and
Luc Besson for he Wandering Earth, but
none were interested. “We tried all these
directors but no one showed interest in making a sci-i ilm in China,” Shuo Fang, he
Wandering Earth executive producer told
ChinaReport, “Later we also invited top
Chinese ilmmakers, but none was willing
to take the project on either. After all, they
would hardly risk their established career to
be the irst to test the waters.”
So at this critical moment, Guo Fan eventually made it onto the shortlist.
With assistance from astrophysicists from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Guo
and his team spent eight months drafting
a lengthy imaginary 100-year history from
1997 to 2075 to map out a futuristic world-
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view. hey storyboarded what the politics,
culture, economy, entertainment, sports,
education, weather and environment of this
future dystopia would be like.
he team partnered with four companies
to work on the 2,003 special efects shot
within the ilm, with 75 percent done by
two Chinese SFX companies and the rest
assigned to New Zealand’s Weta Workshop
and Germany’s Pixomondo.
During the four-year production process,
the team faced countless diiculties. An
initial three-month ilming schedule
stretched into six, and costs overran. Worse,
the original investors withdrew from the
project. It was a harsh blow, and Guo dared
not think of commercial success – just breaking even became his only goal.
“In those years, I felt like I was a
marathon runner who ran on their nerves
day in and day out but could not see the
inish line. During the production, I was
constantly alicted with anxiety and frustration and even lost in desperation and selfdoubt. Sometimes I wished I could close
my eyes and sleep all day, just hoping to
escape reality,” Guo told the reporter about
the enormous pressure he had undergone
during the production process.

Blast Of?
he huge commercial success of he Wandering Earth has been breathlessly acclaimed
by the Chinese media as no less than the be-

ginning of a “sci-i era” for Chinese cinema.
From Guo’s perspective, it is still too early
to say this new era has arrived. “As long as
we didn’t lose money with this project, then
more investors would believe in the genre
and more directors would have to try new
things in our industry. here’s still a long way
to go. I hope we will have contributed to a
healthy industry cycle,” Guo said.
As the director points out, there is no
established tradition of sci-i ilms in the
country. Guo believes the main objective
of China’s ilm industry is to conquer the
path towards a much higher level of industry professionalism and maturity. “Simply
put, we’re more like a craft workshop while
Hollywood is a mature industry. here’s a
huge gap between us. he distinction not
only exists in techniques, but also in management and ideas. We might need at least 10
years to reach the average Hollywood industry standard,” he said.
Guo pointed out the team had made eforts
to design the plot according to the country’s
actual competencies. “A special thing about
sci-i is that it is directly related to a country’s
power. Fictional though it may be, sci-i is
still based on reality. In reality, China’s reallife space programme has achieved a milestone by landing a probe on the far side of the
moon, which boosted people’s conidence in
our country’s aerospace competencies. So
they may ind it both exciting and credible
when they watch Chinese astronauts playing
an important role in helping solve a deadly
crisis in the cinema,” Guo said.
Zhang Miao, manager of the powerhouse
studio Beijing Culture, pointed out that a
single movie will not bring a new era but as
a pioneer, he Wandering Earth marks a great
opening chapter.
“Two prerequisites are required for us to
truly enter a new age of sci-i ilmmaking:
First, we need a series of outstanding sci-i
movies to be released in the near future, and
that will signify the beginning of the new era;
second, both Chinese creators and audiences
should have built a stronger cultural conidence and give more trust towards sci-i content in the Chinese context,” Zhang said. 
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FAndom oF the operA
French musical Mozart-L’opera Rock has been a smashing success in China that is in part
fuelling the country’s growing appetite for Western musical theatre
By Wei Yanzhang

F

Opening Night
When Zhang Ligang entered the theatre to watch the Shanghai debut of
Mozart-L’opera Rock in January 2018, he
said the atmosphere was so electric that it
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rom movies to music, interest in
Western pop culture has grown
in China over the past two decades. More recently, soaring demand for
high-quality cultural experiences among
China’s growing middle class has developed a new rising market for musicals.
Chinese theatregoers are not only seeking out West End and Broadway productions, but also those from France, Germany and Russia.
French musical Mozart-L’opera Rock is
an example. Combining original pop-rock
compositions with the music of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, the show’s success has
been so sweeping that scalpers sell tickets
at three to ive times the box oice price.
he show’s phenomenal popularity
has sparked speculation in the industry
as to whether China’s musical market has
inally arrived or is just another song and
dance.

deinitely felt more rock than opera.
he audience cheered non-stop, said
Zhang, president of Joyway Promotions,
a musical tour management company,
recalling how fans rushed the stage to
interact with performers every time an
intro to a song began.
“At irst I was like a normal audience
member, just trying to watch the show
very quietly,” Zhang recalled. “But later on
I was totally in love with it and joined in
the excitement. I cheered in spite of myself. It seemed like at that moment all my
emotions had found a place to let loose.”
Zhang said he had come to check out
if the show was suited for a China tour.
What he saw convinced him he had a hit.
Riding on the success of its initial 24show run at the SAIC-Shanghai Cultural
Square in January 2018, Zhang’s company arranged a nine-city tour that included
big stops like Beijing, Guangzhou and
Shenzhen and smaller cities like Wuxi and
Nanjing.

Rock Us Amadeus
Mozart-L’opera Rock irst premiered in
2009 at the Palais des Sports de Paris to
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rave reviews. Later it toured through France, Japan, South Korea,
Ukraine and Russia. Its soundtrack topped French music charts.
Based on the life of the legendary composer from 17 to his death
at 35, the show portrays Mozart as a young rocker struggling to earn
recognition in the 18th century entertainment industry.
he musical features more than 50 dancers, actors and singers, lavish Baroque stage sets and over 400 period costumes. Mozart charms
audiences with his dramatic eye makeup – revealing a modern soul
beneath his black-and-red lace suit.
To make the show more accessible to Chinese audiences, Zhang
suggested adding local colour to the production, such as Chinese folk
number Jasmine Flower and bits of local dialect – albeit mostly expletives – to the dialogue, depending on the city they were in.
Mozart says niubi (“awesome”) in Beijing, biesan (“tramp” or
“beggar”) in Shanghai, and pok gai (“go die on the street”) in Guangzhou.
“he real Mozart was a wild and unruly guy, not a reined gentleman at all. Adding some vulgar language brings out the vividness and
authenticity of his character,” Zhang told ChinaReport.
he interaction between performers and audiences has become a
highlight of the show, which the cast believes is one major reason for
its success.
“It’s a musical that does not respect the fourth wall, the distance
between the public and the stage. It’s a musical where I can just
break the wall of the stage and go directly to the audience, interact
with them,” Mikelangelo Loconte, who plays Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, said in a recent interview with China Global Television
Network.

Theatre Fever
Fans have played a crucial part in promoting the show. Before
Mozart-L’opera Rock came to Shanghai last year, it already had a large
fanbase among Chinese teens and young adults.
But the major force behind the show’s popularity is young women. Zhang explained that generally more than half of the audience is
women under 25.
Most young fans got their irst taste of the show online. In 2011, an
unauthorised full-length video of Mozart-L’opera Rock was uploaded
on Bilibili, a video streaming platform mainly used by millennials
where fandom for the show runs deep.
Heavily inluenced by teen animation, comics, games and novels,
these young fans not only share their own fan iction and art but also
post themselves cosplaying characters from the musical.
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Fei Yuanhong is the vice-general manager of SAIC-Shanghai
Cultural Square. Besides Mozart-L’opera Rock, Fei has so far hosted a
dozen musicals at the venue, such as he Phantom of Opera and Austrian musical Elisabeth.
hough Fei has worked in the industry for years, never did had he
encountered so many enthusiastic fans for a single musical.
“When we put on the show in Shanghai last year, some fans bought
tickets to all 24 shows and rented rooms near the theatre for a month
just to see them all. A number of fans saw it a dozen times, lying
from Japan, Korea, Russia and Ukraine just for the show,” Fei told
ChinaReport.
he cast said they had never experienced such a fervent following in
other countries. “Chinese fans are so far away from us, but they know
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

but preferred to appreciate the style, how the story was portrayed and
the actors’ performances,” he told our reporter.
“Generally speaking, compared to Broadway and West End
musicals, characters and performers in French musicals play a more
prominent role than stories in attracting audiences. French musical
fans usually have a strong penchant for particular characters and cast
– which is very similar to Chinese theatregoers, who usually care more
about the performers than the story,” Fei added.
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‘We’re Still A Lake’

Musical Mozart-L’opera Rock is performed on December 29 in Tianjin

us so well. I think basically we share a similar soul and feel connected
with each other. hey are so familiar to me and I always hope to come
to China to see them again,” Florent Mothe, who plays Mozart’s rival,
Antonio Salieri, said in an interview with he Paper.
Fei observed that French musicals have had more success in China
than Broadway and West End productions, such as Notre-Dame de
Paris, Roméo et Juliette, the French version of Les Misérables and of
course Mozart-L’opera Rock.
He attributed the popularity of French musicals in China to shared
aesthetic tastes in drama and theatre.
“French musicals are comparatively weak in narrative and dramatic
conlict, but strong in style and characterisation. In ancient times,
Chinese theatregoers did not pay much attention to the story itself
CHINAREPORT I April 2019

Western musicals are not new to China’s largest cities. In 2002, Les
Misérables had a run of 21 shows at the Shanghai Grand heatre, the
irst large overseas production in China.
Since then, the theatre has brought over one major Western musical
a year, mostly from Broadway and the West End, such as Cats (2003),
he Sound of Music (2004), he Phantom of the Opera (2005), he
Lion King (2006) and Mamma Mia! (2007).
Built in 2011, SAIC-Shanghai Cultural Square has put on more
than 1,000 musicals, including non-English language productions
from France, Germany, Russia and Spain that have been enormously
popular with Chinese audiences.
he development of the musical industry ramped up in 2015 with
Beijing’s newly built Tianqiao Performing Arts Centre. “In the past,
costs were high when a show could only perform in one place. But
now with cities like Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou all hosting
shows, costs are shared and more foreign musicals are willing to come
to China,” Fei told our reporter.
China’s musical market is tiny compared to the country’s ilm market, which is already the world’s second-largest. According to a 2017
analysis report on China’s musical industry conducted by the Chinairn Industry Research Institute, musicals took in 348 million yuan
(US$51.8m) at the box oice in China. In the same year, the highestgrossing ilm Wolf Warrior 2 made 5.68 billion yuan (US$ 846m).
Referencing musical industry development in Japan and South
Korea, market watchers estimated that once China’s per capita GDP
reached $10,000, the musical industry would boom.
However, despite 10 provinces and provincial-level municipalities
entering the “$10,000 per capita club” as early as 2015, the industry
has yet to see that predicted growth.
“here aren’t many people in China taking theatre as a lifestyle,”
Fei said.
“No one would say our market is a red ocean or a blue ocean. After
all, right now we’re not even an ocean. We’re still a lake.”
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Endangered Species

scAle oF survivAl
Due to illegal traicking for use in medicine and for its meat, the pangolin is on the brink of
extinction. While conservationalists and wildlife authorities in China are leading eforts to
breed and rescue the shy creature, the trade persists. ChinaReport investigates and looks at
what can be done
By Wang Yan

R

anger Lu Hanrong had a captivated audience as he
pointed at a nearby evergreen tree. “I was on patrol,
when something round fell of the slope to the dirt road
in front of me. Before I recognised it was a pangolin, it started
to move slowly to the other side of the road and climbed up that
tree looking for termites,” he told the group of visitors to Shiwan Dashan (A Hundred housand Mountains) Reserve, a remote forested region in southwestern China’s Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region near the border with Vietnam.
He held up his phone showing a blurry photo of the reclusive and
highly endangered creature taken in April 2018. he visitors, forestry
bureau staf, an animal scientist and a member of a domestic NGO
dedicated to pangolin preservation were excited to hear Lu’s tale, since
their mission, in late February, was to ind a proper natural habitat to
potentially rewild pangolins.
“his is the irst time a wild pangolin was found in Guangxi in
recent years as far as I know, especially as the pangolin is an endangered species. It’s almost never seen in the wild in China now. We
tried to explore the area to ind any burrows of that living pangolin,
but we ran out of time,” said Zhang Siyuan from the China Biodiversity Conservation and Green Development Foundation (CBCGDF),
a domestic non-proit public foundation. “But we can tell this is an
ideal habitat for pangolins – thick soil, proper forest coverage and
most importantly, plenty of ants and termites to meet the species’
unique dietary needs, but not much human activity to disturb them,”
he told ChinaReport in early March.

Over Exploitation
According to the most recent International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of hreatened Species, all eight
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species of pangolins found in Asia and Africa are listed as Endangered
or above. he Chinese pangolin (Manis pentadactyla), once prevalent
in most parts of southern China, was classiied as Critically Endangered in 2014 due to overconsumption of the species for medicinal
purposes. According to statistics collected by CBCGDF, in the 1960s,
170,000-180,000 pangolins were captured annually in China. By
the late 1990s, the annual catch was only a few hundred kilograms.
Oicial statistics indicate the average annual consumption of pangolin scales was around 26.6 tons during 2008-2015. In reality, the
species is on the verge of extinction in the wild in China. It is often described by wildlife NGOs as the most traicked animal in the world.
According to the IUCN, in the decade up to 2014, more than one
million pangolins across the globe were poached and illegally traded
to satisfy demand from consumers in Asia, particularly in China. he
critical issue led to an upgrading of all pangolin species from Appendix II to Appendix I of the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES) treaty in 2016, which indicates the species is threatened with extinction and is prohibited from any form of
international commercial trade. China has ratiied this treaty.
Pangolins are reclusive mammals with protective keratin scales covering their skin and long, sticky tongues that enable them to eat their
diet of predominantly ants and termites. hroughout history, pangolin scales have been used in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM).
“Roast pangolin scales are combined with other TCM material to
promote blood circulation and dispel clotting or swelling, and are
prescribed to women who want to stimulate lactation after giving
birth or people who sufer from cancer,” Sun Xiuqing, a senior TCM
doctor at Jingshun Hospital in Beijing told ChinaReport.
According to China’s Wild Animal Protection Law, the sale and
purchase of pangolins as a national second-class protected species is
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Xiao Chen (left) and her colleague at Jinhua Wildlife Rescue Centre along
with two rescued Chinese pangolins Rou Rou and Tuan Tuan on March 5,
2018

Over 216 pangolins both alive and dead as well as a total of 66 kilograms
of pangolin scales were coniscated by Hunan Province police during the
crackdown on a large pangolin traficking ring in 2018

prohibited, except if it is used for “scientiic research, captive breeding,
exhibition or other special purposes such as use in TCM.” In 2007,
the then State Forestry Administration (SFA, now National Forest
and Grasslands Administration) established a special marking system
to regulate medicinal use. According to an SFA document, the system
limits the legal use of pangolin scales to veriied stockpiles from the
SFA or other legal sources, and is only to be used in licensed hospitals
and authorised pharmaceutical companies. Sun admitted that with
the tightening control and regulation, as well as the increasing price of
pangolin scales, doctors use them less.
“here are some alternative substitutes for pangolin scales but the
medicinal efects are not comparable,” said Shi Yu, another doctor
from Jingshun Hospital. “But the doctors in our hospital are aware of
the protected status of the animal, so we rarely prescribe them.”
“According to chemical analysis, the main component of
pangolin scales is keratin, similar to human ingernails. As each capsule
contains such a small amount of pangolin scales, it is diicult to say
that it has any medicinal efect,” stated a CBCGDF report on the
over-exploitation of pangolins published in July 2016.
At a conservation event organised by WildAid in Hong Kong in
September 2018, some TCM experts urged the use of alternatives to
pangolin products.
“Many herbal medicines have very similar functions to pangolin
scales,” said Professor Lao Lixing, director of Hong Kong University’s
School of Chinese Medicine, the South China Morning Post reported.
Lao listed six substitutes including cowherb seeds and earthworms
which can be used to treat certain conditions instead of pangolin
scales.
Zhang Mingxia, an assistant researcher from Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, said that legal pangolin scale products should

be packaged with an oicial logo of a deer head. “If pangolin scales are
not packaged when they’re sold, then it’s illegal for sure,” Zhang said.
However, during research carried out by ChinaReport on the availability of pangolin scales, both at TCM pharmacies and on e-commerce
websites, packs of scales without the oicial logo were readily available. At an outlet of Tong Ren Tang, a major TCM pharmaceutical
producer, a pack of scales with the oicial logo was retailing for 180
yuan (US$27) for 10 grams. More expensive are powdered scales, at
420 yuan (US$63) for 21 grams. But three retailers on e-commerce
site Taobao, operated by Alibaba Group, ofered unpackaged pangolin scales for around ive yuan (US$0.5) per gram, a price suggesting
they are illegal.
A pharmacist surnamed Zhu from Hangzhou, capital of Zhejiang Province, disclosed to the reporter during a recent interview that
hospitals purchase pangolin scales from authorised medicine wholesalers, but due to lack of regulation, wholesalers often mix illegallysourced pangolin parts with legal ones.
“It is apparent that a huge quantity of the sold pangolin scales are
illegal, since wholesalers can easily mix legal scales with traicked
pangolin parts to escape supervision,” Zhou Jinfeng, secretary-general
of CBCGDF told ChinaReport in March. Indeed since 2016, the
Chinese government has not published data on pangolin scale quotas. Furthermore, the national legal stockpile of pangolin scales also
remains a mystery. he National Forest and Grasslands Administration (NFGA) did not respond to ChinaReport’s inquiry on the
current status of stockpiles of pangolin scales and the annual allocated
consumption quotas. Instead, the NFGA only vaguely expressed in a
written response that it vows to “continue its eforts in the registration
of live pangolins and scales stockpile in their work agenda.”
“A well-managed stockpile system would efectively prohibit the
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ENVIRONMENT

Wang Pei, manager of Jinhua Wildlife Rescue Centre, Zhejiang Province,
shows the rescued Sunda pangolin, March 12, 2019

sale of illegal pangolin scales, but now it is clear that the NFGA does
not have control over the stockpile, so it cannot give us any statistics
on that,” Zhou said.
Meanwhile, international traicking of pangolins continues, and
in 2018 alone, according to the CBCGDF, seizures of illegally traded
pangolin scales from six domestic customs oices including Shenzhen, Nanning, Shanghai, Jiangmen, Guangdong and Hong Kong,
amounted to 38.14 tons, which means at least 60,000 pangolins were
killed.

Captive Breeding
An updated version of China’s Wildlife Protection Law in 2017
clearly prohibits the consumption of pangolin meat and sale of
illegally sourced scales. here is a constant battle by wildlife authorities to crack down on the trade in pangolins for their scales and meat.
In late 2018, a year-long investigation resulted in police from
Central China’s Hunan Province identifying a large pangolin traficking ring involving over 200 suspects. According to the Hunan
Provincial Forestry Bureau, “he pangolins were traicked into
Guangxi from overseas, and then sold to suspects in Guangdong
Province, from where they were distributed to other parts of China.”
Arrests were made in six southern provinces and regions, including
Hunan, Guangdong, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hainan and Guangxi. According to China’s Wildlife Protection Law, people involved in the trade in
endangered wild animals face more than 10 years in prison, plus ines.
As China cracks down on the illegal traicking of tons of pangolin meat and scales each year, surviving pangolins are sent to rescue
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centres. However, despite decades of eforts, pangolins do not adapt
well to life in captivity.
“Captive breeding of pangolins started as early as the 1980s in China, yet without signiicant success. I started my pangolin breeding research in 2010, and they only survive an average of two to three years
in human care,” a domestic pangolin expert who spoke on condition
of anonymity told ChinaReport during a telephone interview. In the
wild, a pangolin can live up to 20 years.
Although a proper environment with artiicial food allows rescued
pangolins to survive, a so-far unidentiied gastrointestinal disease or
pneumonia disease often results in their death within a few months
or at most a few years. “So far there are no successful conservation
breeding programmes for pangolins, and so we need further scientiic
research for the purpose of pangolin species conservation,” the expert
said.
Due to the high mortality rate, successful captive breeding remains
elusive. At the Jinhua Wildlife Rescue Centre in Zhejiang Province,
former keeper Xiao Chen said she really missed two pangolins, Rou
Rou (meaty) and Tuan Tuan (round) she had taken care of for several
months. “When I irst saw them in December 2017, they would eat
a prepared diet by themselves,” Xiao said. “hey were very timid and
would stop and snif when you’d approach them.” She adored the
creatures, and when the weather was warm, she and the other staf
would take them to forage around in the nearby clumps of bamboo.
“hey liked to dig in the soil, they would dig for a while before coming up and looking at you. I didn’t even mind getting bitten by mosquitoes there because I wanted them to enjoy nature as long as they
wanted.”
But in April 2018, the two pangolins suddenly fell ill and died.
Xiao Chen cried for two days and left the job with a broken heart.
“Although we didn’t know why they died, I still felt so responsible for
not being capable or professional enough. Otherwise I might have
saved their lives,” said Xiao.
A written record from the rescue centre indicates that the two
pangolins, both found by local residents, died 240 days and 206 days
after their rescue. Since 2017, forestry authorities have sent all 12 pangolins found in Zhejiang Province to Jinhua for rescue and breeding.
But in mid-March, when ChinaReport arrived at the rescue centre
located inside Jinhua Zoo, there were only two pangolins still alive,
one wounded Chinese pangolin rescued in July 2018 and a Sunda
pangolin sent over in late January. hey are kept in a small house with
air conditioning and heating to keep a stable temperature of around
25 C. Wang Pei, manager of the rescue centre, prepares a diet of dried
ants, bee larvae and other protein and vitamins.
“At irst, I tried to feed them their familiar diet of ants and termites
so they could acclimatise to the new environment, and then I slowly
added other ingredients,” Wang said. With careful nursing, a wound
on the Chinese pangolin’s rear leg has recovered. Meng Haifeng, curator of Jinhua Zoo said that they had found suppliers of raw termites.
“We are learning gradually how to take care of them. Each rescued
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Rewild Attempt
Both inside China and internationally, considering the high mortality rate during capture and in captivity of the pangolin, some conservationists advocate a strategy of rewilding healthy pangolins into
natural habitats. But pangolin experts like Wu Shibao argue scientists
need to do more research irst.
In late January 2019, the NFGA organised a meeting inviting
forestry department representatives from nine southern provinces
in China where pangolins used to reside to discuss future preservation measures. Zhang Siyuan from CBCGDF who participated in
the meeting as an observer told the reporter that during the meeting, Guangxi Forestry Bureau revealed a plan to rewild two healthy
Chinese pangolins.
However the real actions on the ground were not signiicant.
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pangolin has a unique temperament, so you need to know that well,”
Wang said, admitting the survival rate of rescued wounded pangolins
is low during the two years he’s been trying to rear them. But rescued
Chinese pangolins normally live longer than Sunda pangolins due
to their diferent health conditions. “Most recused Sunda pangolin
were force-fed with water and huge amounts of lour to increase their
weight. Many of the rescued Sunda pangolins die soon after they get
to the centre,” Wang said.
Wang said that it was not possible for a single rescue centre to
successfully breed endangered pangolin species, but if China were to
put the same amount of efort in as it has with the giant panda, there
would be progress.
“hese pangolins are naturally friendly, and the key to making
them approachable depends on whether you love them when you
take care of them,” Wang said.
Xie Chungang from Jinhua Forestry Bureau Wildlife Protection
Department said that Zhejiang provincial and local city governments
are to invest 4.8 million yuan (US$718,358) to set up an open artiicial habitat covering 2,000 square metres at Jinhua Zoo as the next
step to improving living conditions for rescued pangolins.
“After we achieve the successful rescue and breeding of pangolins,
our ambition is to rewild healthy ones in the long term,” Xie said.
“But right now, we are just taking baby steps to ensure their survival.”
Due to the low survival rate and high cost, pangolin breeding and
farming which used to be prevalent in southern provinces has dwindled in recent years.
According to Wu Shibao with IUCN Pangolin Specialist Group
and a professor at the School of Life Sciences at South China Normal
University, a research paper on guiding and regulating practitioners’
breeding activities of pangolins has been written by more than 20 international experts from the IUCN Pangolin Specialist Group. “Captive breeding should only be performed when it is good for preservation of the species, while the commercial utilisation and farming of
pangolins should be restricted,” Wu said. “But there is still hope to
revive the Chinese pangolin before it is functionally extinct.”

A packet of pangolin scales weighing 10 grams sells for 180 yuan
(US$26.8) at a Tong Ren Tang outlet in Beijing, March 1, 2019

After the expert group went to the reserve in late February, the scene
of ranger Lu’s pangolin sighting, authorities in Guangxi convened a
conference on March 15 in provincial capital Nanning to discuss possible procedures and evaluate potential sites.
“he discussion was not fruitful, and there was no timeline for the
release of the two pangolins,” Zhang said after the conference. “Since
Guangxi hasn’t been successful in its pangolin breeding attempts,
which already resulted in the deaths of a large number of rescued
pangolins, we are concerned about the future survival of the live pangolins in its provincial rescue centre.”
From the pangolin expert point of view, rewilding also requires
preparation and should not be done hastily. Despite successful captive breeding of pangolins at Taipei Zoo over the previous decade,
Professor Ching-Min Sun from the National Pingtung University of
Science and Technology, Taiwan, told ChinaReport that rescued pangolins or their ofspring from Taipei Zoo have never been released.
Professor Wu Shibao also cautioned that more research should be
done before real rewilding attempts take place.
here is a consensus from both domestic researchers and conservationists on calling for urgent increased preservation eforts and a
complete prohibition of the use of pangolin scales for TCM, imitating the ban on tiger bones and rhino horn, adopted as early as 1993.
he NFGA did not respond to ChinaReport’s repeated inquiries
on when pangolin scales would be removed from the Pharmacopoeia
of China, and be banned from any medicinal use. A source from the
NFGA only admitted to the reporter in March that a reclassiication
of the pangolins protection status in China from a Class II to a Class
I Key Protected Species will be made within this year.
“I hope there will be a designated reserve or national park for
pangolins in China someday, and that I can see pangolins in the
wild,” said Zhang Siyuan. “his is a dream of mine.”
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The Palace Museum, known as the Forbidden City, is the the world’s largest palace complex. The site in Beijing served as China’s
imperial seat of power from the Ming Dynasty in 1420 to the end of the Qing Dynasty in 1911. For years, the museum has
explored creative ways to bring the palace’s 600-year-old legacy to modern-day visitors.
This year, the Palace Museum held a grand spring Festival exhibition to show how the imperial palace celebrated this
important traditional holiday during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). The exhibition featured restored scenes, historical art and
festive décor throughout the Forbidden City. Tall palace lamps were lit outside Qianqing Gong (Palace of Heavenly Purity). The
event also saw ornate heaven lanterns and longevity lanterns used by the imperial family in prayers for prosperity – both irsts
for the museum. On February 19, this year’s Lantern Festival, the museum opened to the public at night for the irst time in
nearly a century.
since 2014, the Palace Museum has produced a variety of cool and cute souvenirs to appeal to younger visitors – from cartoonlike emperor igurines and ornate smartphone cases to luggage tags with characters reading “received imperial decree to
travel.”
Moreover, the museum developed a series of mobile apps to introduce exhibitions and provide a peek into the imperial
lifestyle. Recently, the museum opened an imperial-themed café ofering food and drinks with regal-sounding names like
“Emperor Kangxi’s Favourite Chocolate” served with exquisitely designed cofee cups and utensils.

For the irst time in 94 years, the
Palace Museum opened to the
public at night to celebrate the
Lantern Festival on February 19
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Visitors at the Palace Museum
view a festive display during
celebrations for the Spring
Festival, February 10

Visitors browse time-honoured traditional products on sale
at a Palace Museum fair

The Palace Museum is
beautifully illuminated
during the Lantern Festival,
the 15th day of the irst
month of the lunar calendar
that marks the inal day of
Spring Festival

The Corner
Tower Restaurant
offers hot pots
themed on Qing
Dynasty rulers,
such as Empress
Dowager
Cixi’s Favourite
Chrysanthemum
Hot Pot
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Heaven lanterns and longevity
lanterns highlight the Palace
Museum’s Chinese New Year
exhibition. Both were traditionally
hung in the imperial court to mark
the holiday

An exquisite light show is held at the Palace Museum to
mark the Lantern Festival, Feburary 19

The Palace Museum unveils a grand exhibition celebrating
the Spring Festival January 7. The entire Forbidden City was
adorned with palace lanterns, paintings and spring couplets

The Palace Museum’s Corner Tower Restaurant features a
menu in the form of an imperial edict

The opulently decorated
Corner Tower Café is a
popular stop for visitors to
grab a coffee and snap a
photo
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Perspectives from within china

Hohhot

genghis Khan’s hot pot hot spot
While a winter visit to the capital of Inner Mongolia requires a strong constitution, there are plenty
of ways to warm up
By Tautvile Daugelaite

R

iding a motorbike into the capital
of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region is a slow climb up and down
gently rolling hills. Steep rocky mountains
lie on both sides of the highway, occasionally uncovering plains with dotted boulders.
Hohhot is certainly not its friendliest during
the winter season, but I see a certain charm in
visiting Chinese cities outside of their usual
opening times. he crisp skies of the Hohhot
mean temperatures dropping to double digits below zero and it pushes travellers to seek
thick cotton-stufed pants. Pro tip for cold
season visitors: layer up and grab some heat
patches, as a ski jacket alone is not enough.
Hohhot has been the capital of Inner
Mongolia since 1947 and currently boasts a
population of more than 2.5 million. Given
the broad streets and stretched city, visitors
can enjoy plenty of personal space and only
get to feel the crowds in the main square and
shopping streets. Hohhot is nestled in a valley
encircled by mountains, which on clear days
seem to be within touching distance. he
locals are relaxed and easy going, but with a
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rather heavy dialect which take a deciphering
skills if you are looking for a chat.
Hohhot appears to stand as a non-apologetic reminder of attempted multiculturalism. hat attempt (at least on the exterior)
looks relatively successful. While it does pack
a slightly cringy version of folklore, it still is
eye candy. he street dividing the town from
north to south, Dabei Jie, is crammed with
eclectic architectural artefacts. A Catholic
church, Buddhist monastery, a mosque, and
countless Islam-inspired buildings ind a spot
here. Start with the Great Mosque, which is
surrounded by small shops selling all sorts of
halal sweets, dried beef covered in diferent
spices and headscarves. If you are visiting the
mosque in summer, be sure to wear appropriate attire, otherwise you will not be allowed
to enter. Unlike those in Beijing that are often
a mix of Chinese and Islamic architecture,
the Great Mosque boasts a distinctive Middle
Eastern style with green used generously for
decoration.
Just 100 metres south of the mosque, Buddhist monastery Da Zhao Temple is the larg-

est in the city and was constructed in 1579.
As it is quite sizeable, it will require at least
two hours to look around. Be ready for the
swamp of beggars and incense sellers in front
of the gate who will try to get money out of
your pockets and get uncomfortably close.
Giving even the smallest notes might be the
easiest way out.
After feeding the spirit, it might be time
to attain some material goods. Dazhaoqian Jie just south of the square is a feast of
sounds, smells, and sights. Vendors sell cups
of steaming salted Mongolian milk tea and
it is a “must-have” to sip on while browsing through knickknacks around the stalls
and shops, dotted on each side of the street.
While looking for souvenirs to bring home,
I notice “milk alcohol.” It is certainly one of
the more impressive gifts, especially because
it’s poured into a pouch that looks like an animal’s stomach that comes with its own little
drinking cup. Milk alcohol itself is certainly
easy to drink compared to the traditional
Chinese baijiu, but it sneaks up on you with
an aftertaste that is suspiciously similar to
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Getting there:
Hohhot’s Baita
International Airport
is conveniently
located in the
northeast of the city
with regular lights
to Beijing, Shanghai,
and other large cities.
If time allows, the
train or bus to Beijing
takes about 11 hours
and offers beautiful
scenery.
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Practicalities
Getting around:
Hohhot is in the
process of building
a subway, which
means entire
sections of streets
are fenced off by
blue construction
walls and there are
immense holes in the
road. However, buses
are plentiful and
cheap, as are taxis.

Da Zhao Temple in Inner Mongolia

Mongolian milk sweets. At least you know
the origin. For the younger visitors, the
plethora of milk candy varieties should satisfy
every picky eater. he mobile food vendors
often nestle in the square by the monastery
itself, so street food is plentiful and varied.
he small streets just north of the temple
(as well as the west side of Dabei Jie) are
home to an unlikely but nevertheless fascinating destination for visitors. he abundance of small shops here all hold items that
are used for the afterlife. From the usual fake
money to sets of cosmetics for women and
cigars for men, houses of all styles, clothes,
and even cars – these shops supply anything
your late relatives might require in the afterlife. Mind you, it is all made out of paper or
plastic and is meant to be burned during the
burial ceremony. he shopkeepers are warm
and were not bothered about me just taking
a look and were more than willing to share
which items are the most popular. One of the
shops holds a large collection of high-quality
fabrics and the owner admitted people often
just buy clothes for themselves to wear.
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Besides the halal snacks, the must-try in
Hohhot is Mongolian hot pot. As a hot pot
lover but still a newbie, I’m used to the sight
of laming-red Sichuan broth over a burner,
so the Mongolian cuisine did confuse me at
irst. A copper dish was brought out on the
table with only plain water. “Are we not supposed to choose a broth?” I asked the waiter.
“No, this is how Genghis Khan used to eat
his hot pot.” Well, if it was good enough for
Genghis, it is good enough for me. With
only a few cracked peppercorns and goji berries for light lavour, the food retains its original taste and is not overpowered by numbing
spice. Luckily for me, Genghis Khan also
liked sesame paste with his hot pot, as do I.
After a good meal it was time to explore

what the local urbanites do after dusk. he
evenings in Hohhot bring even larger crowds
to the centre of the city, but I felt a need for
some adventure and headed to one of the
dozens of semi-secret bars inside residential
compounds.
he largest concentration is found around
Zhongshan Xijie (especially in Mei Liang
Square complex, building B.) he small bars
are in converted residential lats, with little
to no oicial marking on the door. Entering
the building, you have to navigate the sea of
signs for diferent bars and pick according to
the best sounding names or just by intuition.
Most of them are high up, revealing a beautiful panorama of the city, but as I visited late
at night, I had to knock on the door until the
owner woke up and let me in.
Hohhot is a city of warm hospitality, a
great variety of food and drink and unexpected sights, which leaves you feeling warm
and cosy inside. here’s enough to do for a
weekend trip, but if you have more time to
spare, the grasslands and deserts lie just a few
hours away.
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Chinese Inquisition
By Frank Hersey
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After so many years of
unsolicited introductions across
China on mountain tops, in
ancient temples, ferry dormitories
and countless public toilets, a
part of my brain could just have
decided it’s ine to strike up a
conversation anywhere with
Chinese people.

Illustration by Liu Xiaochao

I keep scaring Chinese people in Africa. I
can’t help it. So far it’s always ended ine, with
confusion the worst outcome and sometimes
even pleasure, whether or not it’s genuine.
After years of living in China, I just can’t help
uttering an unsolicited ni hao (hello) on the
streets of Francophone West Africa.
Living in China, I was the outsider. Barely
a day goes past without being referred to as a
foreigner. he cries of waiguoren (foreigner) or
the gentler laowai (old outsider) ring out when
you wander outside the biggest cities.
Spending time in Africa, I’m a diferent kind
of outsider. Here I’m assumed to be French,
and that’s got very diferent associations to being a European trotting about China. While
I felt more foreign in China than I do here,
I’ve crossed the loor in my relationship with
Chinese people to be co-outsiders.
he problem is, people here don’t know that
when I approach. How could they know my
backstory when I just start talking to them in
Chinese on a street, on the beach or more usually in a bar?
here’s always a pause. But there was always
a pause in China when it was me starting a
conversation. Usually just a momentary lag
while my interlocutor’s brain processed the
fact that a foreigner was speaking some Chinese. Occasionally the lag would continue as
my victim’s conscious brain failed to process
the fact I was speaking Chinese, even though
their subconscious would engage in a conversation about the cost of a bottle of water or
whereabouts of a youth hostel.
Here we don’t even have the context of actually being in China. he confusion generally
melts into a smile, sometimes having to pass
through the stage where I’m assumed to be a
spy.
here’s a general sense of camaraderie, of
being in the same boat. Many Chinese people
I meet here, if not instantly scared of, turn
out to be doing a stint abroad for a Chinese
enterprise they were already working for. his
period in a hardship post is a good way for
progressing up the career rungs once back

home. Not many people stick around.
On my part, I’m also concerned that my
former hosts don’t run into any problems here,
not as though I can really do that much to
help. Somehow, I’ve started to feel quite protective over out-of-context Chinese in a way
I wouldn’t for a fellow Brit, or not so readily.
After so many Chinese people coming to my
aid I feel duty bound to step in. After being
the guest for so long, that anxiety to reciprocate has got out of hand and comes out as
over-zealous conversation starters about how
hot it is.
My attempts at unwarranted chats could
also be construed as a sort of revenge. After so
many years of unsolicited introductions across
China on mountain tops, in ancient temples,
ferry dormitories and countless public toilets,
a part of my brain could just have decided it’s

ine to strike up a conversation anywhere with
Chinese people.
One particular situation has brought me full
circle with learning Chinese. Back when I irst
embarked on learning the language, China
was a very diferent place. More diferent still
was people’s understanding of the country. So
when I told people at home in England I’d be
learning Chinese, the most common response
was “is that so you can order a takeout?”
Of course, little did they know the economic superpower China was on its way to
becoming. But even littler did they know that
learning Putonghua wasn’t all that useful when
it comes to ordering in Cantonese-speaking
restaurants in the UK.
Fast forward nearly two decades, and while I
do still use Chinese sometimes for work, those
naysayers back home are now much closer to
being right. Ordering food is now perhaps my
most life-preserving use of Chinese.
Chinese restaurateurs follow in their neighbours’ footsteps and modify their menus for
West Africans’ tastes and expectations of Asian
food. Nothing gives me greater pleasure than
rejecting the French-language, Indochine-inspired menus and asking for the Chinese ones.
Nothing, but the food itself.
Requesting the Chinese menu sets of a
whole diferent chain of operations in the restaurant. A Chinese manager or owner appears
with the menu to see what’s what. Conversations about what dishes are working with what
local ingredients ensue. I inevitably over-order.
Chopsticks appear and the staf come for a
chat. Connecting on WeChat already feels as
nostalgic for them as it does for me.
My need to blurt out Chinese could be
soon coming to an end. For not only are there
a good half dozen Chinese restaurants, but a
Chinese medicine centre with traditional massage. With the correct foot soak herbs and
massage routines, the staf might ease some
of my China anxieties and soak up my excess
chat, leaving the other poor unsuspecting Chinese nationals free to go about laying foundations and building bridges.
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Not-so Private Practice
By Joshua Dummer
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Unfortunately for me, one of
the doctors taking a gander
at my nooks and crannies was
altogether too excited to be
checking me out – I presume
that foreigners are not his
usual specimens and he was
enjoying the break from the
monotony

Illustration by Liu Xiaochao

In the over half a decade I’ve lived in
Beijing, I’ve been very lucky with my health.
I’ve only had to interact with the city’s
health services in an emergency-type way
twice, and one of those times I wasn’t even
the patient – I had to take a friend to get an
X-ray after he crashed his e-bike travelling
between bars.
In both instances, I found the experience
to be really quite eicient.
About three years ago, I woke up at 3 am
feeling the worst pain I have ever experienced. It was in my mouth and it was shooting from there throughout the left side of my
body. One deeply distressing cab ride later,
and I found myself at the emergency dental
clinic of a prestigious university. Within 10
minutes of my arrival, the dentist had been
roused, a gum infection had been diagnosed
(by him), and a cocktail of strong painkillers
and regular antibiotics had been consumed
(by me).
My friend’s experience would have taken
a similar time, if the worse for wear pair
that we were hadn’t slowed down the whole
process by at least ive minutes by laughing
hysterically at the X-ray – which showed his
collarbone had cleanly snapped.
Compare this with the only time I’ve ever
had to use the emergency services in the UK.
I was working at a construction site in the
Gloucestershire market town of Dursley (fun
fact: Harry Potter’s abusive aunt and uncle
are named after the town). I had neglected to
properly equip myself with the proper safety
equipment while throwing some ancient air
conditioner ilters into a skip and got a face
full of years of accumulated dust, dust and
general grime. A piece of it – not sure if it was
dust, dirt of grime – became lodged under
my eyelid.
A deeply distressing van ride later, I found
myself at the minor injuries clinic of a local
hospital. An hour later, I found myself still
at the minor injuries clinic of a local hospital. All in all it was nearly two hours before a
nurse was free to pluck the UDO (unidenti-

ied dirty object) out of my eye.
So in terms of emergency services, I have
no complaints about the treatment I have received or witnessed. However, for less urgent
situations, I’ve found the service to be a little
less consistent.
At home in the UK, when you visit the
local doctor, you irst tell the receptionist
you’ve arrived for the appointment you made
15 phone calls in two minutes trying to get.
Next, you go to a dedicated waiting area
to peruse vintage magazines and read post-

ers about heart disease. hen your name is
called, you go down the corridor to the doctor’s oice and close the door behind you.
Privacy is paramount.
he one time I visited a local doctor in a
Beijing community sufering from a cough
and sore throat, privacy seemed a tad less important. As in, the doctor’s oice didn’t actually have a door. While the doctor administered a chest exam, a trio of elderly ladies
trooped into the room while my shirt was of
and spent the whole exam chuckling among
themselves at what they saw. I suppose I
should count myself lucky that my problem
was above the belt.
But that’s what you should expect at a
public clinic, right? Most people avoid these
generally run-down places as far as I can tell,
leading to the chronic overcrowding of hospitals – especially the better-funded big city
hospitals.
However, while the doctor who failed to
at least shush the grey-haired Greek chorus
of geriatric gigglers let me down with her
apathy, a recent visit to a private health check
centre left me unsettled by the staf’s enthusiasm.
A lot of our interactions with healthcare
professionals are basically very embarrassing,
and part of their job is to make us feel comfortable. And usually, they do a pretty good
job, no matter where you are. Unfortunately
for me, one of the doctors taking a gander at
my nooks and crannies was altogether too excited to be checking me out – I presume that
foreigners are not his usual specimens and he
was enjoying the break from the monotony.
Oh, how I longed for that public clinic
apathy as he got to grips with my body while
quizzing me on my national origins and feelings towards China. It’s hard to give a stranger honest answers while your most tender
parts are in the palm of his hand.
Eventually the exam inished, I thanked
him, left without shaking his hands and
moved on. When I got my results, they
showed me that I’m still lucky.
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flavour of the month

Snakes on a Plate
By Mina Yan

For many, snakes strike up an irrational,
paralyzing fear. A big serving of snake on your
table is not only intimidating – one look into
the cold, dead eyes of a severed snake head at
the end of your chopsticks can kill just about
anyone’s appetite.
But for the culinary brave looking to explore
exotic lavours (or who are in search of a cool
story to tell), snake meat is a must.
I had my irst taste of this nightmare-inducing reptile on one of my irst trips to China
during a visit to Beijing’s tourist-illed Wangfujing Delicacy Street. I ate a barbecued Chinese rat snake on a dare, and to my surprise,
it was delicious! he meat was tender, a cross
between chicken and ish, and very similar to
frog legs. Once I got over the initial idea of eating a snake, I couldn’t wait for another taste.
Eating snake meat isn’t as strange or rare as
it sounds, especially in southern China, Hong
Kong, and Southeast Asia where it’s featured
in local delicacies that are both healthy and
promise a “wow”-packed dining experience.
Most restaurants store snakes the same way as
seafood: alive until someone orders them.
Most restaurants give guests the option to

watch their snake being killed and skinned table-side while the chef prepares amuse-bouche
at lightning speed for the guests. It’s barbarically shocking, especially the irst time you see it,
but there’s a reason they need to be butchered
quickly. For one, freshness is everything, as almost all parts of the snakes are consumed. he
snake’s blood and organs are usually combined
with a shot of baijiu liquor. his bloody shot
is believed to help increase blood circulation –
and the efects can be pretty immediate. Some
fresh snake meat gets tossed into a cold salad
and is eaten raw (and sometimes still moving)
while the rest is boiled into soup or stir-fried
into a fragrant dish for the table to share.
Many Chinese believe that consuming
snake helps ease arthritis, improve blood circulation and improve sex drive in men. Traditional Chinese medicine practitioners will
even prescribe a nightly glass of snake wine to
maintain general health. For those unfamiliar,
that’s rice wine or baijiu infused with a whole
snake stufed inside the bottle (sometimes
while still alive). Snake meat is also reportedly
high in protein, amino acids and contains half
the calories and one-fourth the fat of beef.

And the meat tastes fantastic once you get over
the yikes factor. Sorry Lord Voldemort, but if
Hogwarts was in Guangzhou, Nagini would
have been dinner a long time ago.
While my dining experiences have always
been with relatively “safe” snakes, serious snake
connoisseurs prefer more dangerous fare.
While many restaurants ofer a variety of small
Chinese rat snakes, some serve up cobras,
sharp-nosed pit vipers and even enormous
panic-inducing pythons. Eating poisonous
snakes isn’t as scary as it sounds, but it comes
with risks. Although the venom sacks are removed, if not done properly there’s a possibility the venom will contaminate their blood
through small cuts in their mouths.
So, put on a brave face and get a taste of
this fantastically delicious and healthy meat.
Whether you end up liking or hating snake,
at least you’ll walk away with a crazy cool story
to tell.

real chinese

mō

yú

moyu
To slack off

A past interview with renowned sci-i writer Liu Cixin recently resurfaced online during which he revealed that his Hugo-winning
novel he hree-Body Problem was partly
written while on the clock as an engineer at a
State-owned power plant. he revelation has
since earned Liu the nickname “Mr Moyu,”
or a guy who works on his own projects during a shift – or just doesn’t do much at all.
Literally meaning “to ish with bare hands,”
moyu comes from the Chinese idiom “ish in
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troubled waters.” Originally referring to the
ancient military tactic of taking advantage of
chaos and confusion, it has taken on a new
meaning in modern times – working on your
own stuf while on the job.
Liu explained that his former job involved
long stretches of being on standby in case of
equipment failure.
If everything was running smoothly, Liu
would often spend his otherwise idle time
writing his novel. While Liu said he had a

tacit understanding with his supervisors at
the time, most who moyu are sneaking it past
their bosses.
Shielded behind their computer screens,
moyu workers will often keep looking busy
with stuf unrelated to work, such as reading
novels or even gaming, then quickly hitting
the boss key when supervisors come by.
Other places where people commonly
moyu are long, boring meetings and conferences.
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